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Title: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ELECTRONIC VOTING

In re ponse to the Communication pursuant to Article 96(1) EPC of 12.04.2006 ,

plea e find enclosed a set of amended claims and amendments to the
desdription as filed. In support of the amendments, the following is observed.
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1) claim amendments
Claim 1 has been drafted in the two-part form, starting from the paper by H.

Robers, titled "Electronic elections employing DES smartcards", December 1998,
IBM IStudent Chipcard Innovation Team, as the most pertinent prior art of record.
A co/py of this paper please find enclosed.

Reg~rding the selection of the most pertinent prior art of record, it is noted that
the raper by Robers, being referred to in the present patent application,
disc'oses an electronic voting system prOViding a voting protocol resembling the

voti~1g protocol as provided by the present invention.

The documents cited in the communication disclose electronic voting systems
and methods of electronic voting being different from the electronic voting
system to be protected, in that receiving multiple votes is prevented for.
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I

record comprising all potential virtual ballot forms for the individual voter,
WhereJn the means for generating the reference election records includes means
for calculating a unique reference voter identity code for the individual voter,
wherelin the unique reference voter identity code is calculated from a unique code

for th~election and the unique personal key of the individual voter, and means
for ca culating unique reference subject identity codes for the subjects on the list
of su jects to be elected, wherein the unique reference subject identity codes are
calcul ted from the unique subject codes of each of the subjects and the unique

persoI81 key of the individual voter, and wherein the calculated unique reference
voter dentity code and the calculated unique reference subject identity codes
form art of the potential virtual ballot forms of the reference election record of
the jn~iVidual voter.

i
In ad~ition, present claim has been amended by indicating in the pre-
char cterizing part that the tool loaded in the polling equipment of the individual
voter provides means for calculating a unique voter identity code for the
indivi ual voter, wherein the unique voter identity code is calculated from the

uniq~e code for the election and the unique personal key communicated to the
indivi ual voter, means for calculating a unique subject identity code for the
subj ct elected by the individual voter, wherein the unique SUbject identity code is
calculated from the unique subject code of the subject elected by the individual
voter and the unique personal key of the individual voter, and means for
gene ating the virtual ballot form comprising the calculated unique voter identity
code and the calculated unique subject identity code of the subject elected by the
indiv dual voter by using the polling equipment.

The e amendments are based on the passage at page 24, line 12 - page 25, line
16 a d the passage at page 27, lines 16 - 23 of the description of the patent
appli ation as originally filed.

Thetamendments have been made in due regard of the observation under
secti n 2.3 of the Communication, stating that the votes can not be counted if the
subj ct (identity) code is not comprised in the virtual ballot form. Here, it is noted
that the term "calculated identity codes" in former claim 1 already referred to the
calculated unique voter identity code for the individual voter and the calculated
unique subject identity code or codes for the subject elected or the subjects to be
elected. In present amended claim 1 the calculated identity codes for the voter
and the subjects to be elected forming part of the potential virtual ballot forms of
the reference election record have been indicated as reference identity codes.

Furt er, present claim 1 has been amended by indicating in the characterizing

_ ~ ~ ---J
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part, hat the electronic voting system comprises means for validating votes from
the c lIected virtual ballot forms after closing the election.

This mendment is based on the passage at page 30, line 10- page 32, line 6 of

the discriPtion of the patent application as originally filed.

Furt~er, it is noted that features of the claims 1 - 42 have been provided with
referbnce signs placed between parentheses to increase the intelligibility of the
c1ainis; the reference signs include the numbers in the figure and the
valu s/codes/keys used throughout the description of the embodiment in the
pass ge of page 24, line 4 - page 34, line 7 of the patent application as originally
filed

Pre ent amended claim 2 comprises the subject matter of claim 2 as originally
filed and has been drafted as a dependent claim.

Pre ent claim 2 has been amended in view of present amended claim 1, by
indi ating in the pre-characterizing part that the electronic voting system
co prises means for generating for each individual voter a reference election
rec rd comprising all potential virtual ballot forms for the individual voter,
wh rein the means for generating the reference election records includes means
for alculating a unique reference voter identity code for the individual voter,

wh~lrein the unique reference voter identity code is calculated from a unique
cod for the election and the unique personal key of the individual voter, and
me ns for calculating unique reference subject combination identity codes for

the Icombinations of subjects to be elected from the subjects on the list of

sU~'ects to be elected, wherein the unique reference sUbject combination identity
co es are calculated from the unique subject combination codes of each of the
co binations of sUbjects to be elected and the unique personal key of the

indfidual voter, and wherein the calculated unique reference voter identity code
an the calculated unique reference sUbject combination identity codes form part
of t e potential virtual ballot forms of the reference election record of the
ind vidual voter.

In addition, present claim 2 has been amended by indicating in the pre
ch<llracterizing part that the tool loaded in the polling equipment of the individual
va er provides means for calculating a unique voter identity code for the
in ividual voter, wherein the unique voter identity code is calculated from the
un que code for the election and the unique personal key communicated to the
in ividual voter, means for calculating a unique subject combination identity code
fo the combination of subjects elected by the individual voter, wherein the

un que subject combination identity code is calculated from the unique subject
co bination code of the combination of subjects elected by the individual voter
an the unique personal key of the individual voter, and means for generating the
virfual ballot form comprising the calculated unique voter identity code and the
carlculated unique subject combination identity code of the combination of
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SUbjlcts elected by the individual voter by using the polling equipment.

Furt er, present claim 2 has been amended by indicating in the characterizing

part, that the electronic voting system comprises means for validating votes from
the 101lected virtual ballot forms after closing the election.

I

pre~ent amended independent claim 22 comprises the subject matter of
for er independent claim 22 as originally filed. Present independent claim 22
has een amended in the same sense as present amended claim 1.

In p rticular, present claim 22 has been amended by indicating in the pre-

cha acterizing part that the method of electronic voting comprises steps of
gen rating for each individual voter a reference election record comprising all

pot ntial virtual ballot forms for the individual voter, wherein for the individual
vat r a unique reference voter identity code is calculated from a unique code for

the lection and the un'lque personal key of the individual voter, for each subject
on t e list of subjects to be elected by the individual voter a unique subject
ide tity code is calculated from the unique subject codes and the unique
per anal key of the individual voter, and wherein the calculated unique reference
vot r identity code and the calculated unique reference subject identity codes
for part of the virtual ballot forms in the reference election record for the

indi idual voter.

In ~ddition, present claim 22 has been amended by indicating in the pre

chiacteriZing part, that the method of electronic voting comprises steps of
loa ing a tool in the polling equipment of an individual voter, electing one subject
fro. the list of subjects to be elected at the polling equipment of the individual
vot r by inputting the unique personal key communicated to the individual voter
an the unique subject code for the one subject elected by the individual voter
int the polling equipment, generating a virtual ballot form by using the tool
loa ed in the polling equipment of the individual voter, wherein for the individual

vot r a unique voter identity code is calculated from the unique code for the
ele tion and the personal key of the individual voter, for the one subject elected
by the individual voter a unique subject identity code is calculated from the
uni,que subject code of the one subject elected by the individual voter and the
personal key of the individual voter, and wherein the calculated unique voter
identity code for the individual voter and the calculated unique subject identity

code for the one subject elected by the individual voter form part of the virtual
bapot form of the individual voter.

Ftther, present claim 22 has been amended by indicating in the characterizing
pa t, that the metho(j of electronic voting comprises a step for validating votes

fr m the collected virtual ballot forms after closing the election.

T~se amendments are based on the passages at page 24, line 12 - page 25,

liT 16; page 27, lines 16 - 23 and page 30, line 10- page 32, line 6 of the

m' m
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desc iption of the patent application as originally filed.

Here it is noted that the independent claims 1 and 22 have been amended in

such manner that the independent claims comprise the same or corresponding

"spetial technical features" and, therefore meet the requirements of Rule 30

EPCr

preJent amended claim 23 comprises the subject matter of claim 23 as

origi ally filed. Present claim 23 has been drafted as a dependent claim of

inde endent claim 22.

Furt er, present dependent claim 23 has been amended in the same sense as

pres nt dependent claim 2 and in view of present independent claim 22.

ent dependent claims 3 ·21 and 24· 42 comprise the subject matter of

er dependent claims 3 - 21 and 24 - 42 as originally filed.

2) A endments to the description

The1description has been amended in view of the amendments of the

ind~pendent claims 1 and 22. Further, the paper "Electronic elections employing

DE~ smartcards" by H. Robers has been disclosed as the most pertinent prior art

of r~cord. In addition, documents 01 (EP 1 291 826) and 02 (WO 02/42974)
hav~ been discussed.

i

It islrequested to replace all pages 2, 3, 5, 6, 8,14 and 15 by the enclosed

repl~cement sheets 2,3,5,6,8, 14 and 15 and to insert the enclosed inlay

she~ts 1 - 4.
I

3) ~laritY
Wit respect to the observation that the application is not sufficiently clear and

co . plete to be carried out by a person skilled in the art, it is noted that the

embodiment of the invention disclosed in the description as filed, in particular at
page 24, line 4 - page 34, line 7 thereof, relates to a system and method for

electronic voting, wherein, as indicated at page 24, lines 15 - 17 of the
application as filed, the voters are registered with their public identity (VnID) and
for each voter a proper value (ParGp) representing a participation group or
catflgory of voters when different participation groups or categories of voters
ha e to be distingUished among the voters.

In ddition, it is noted that, as indicated at page 24, lines 28 - 30 of the
ap lication as filed, each voter may be registered in one or more participation

gr ups or categories having different values representing the participation

gr ups, such that for each voter sequence numbers are allocated for the

dif erent participation groups in the election and transformed into a field
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repre enting the Extended Participation Group (ExtParGp) of the voter.

In vie of the above, it is noted that the embodiment of the invention as disclosed
may e compared with an election in a large organization having many

empl yees in different categories at different locations, wherein representatives
of the employees are to be elected for each different category and for each

differtnt location.

Furth~r, it is noted that, as indicated at page 26, line 23 - page 27, line 18 of the

appll ation as filed, a voter using the option of voting by Internet enters his
ExtP rGp, VPID and PW from his voting card in the proper fields of the first

scre n presented, such that after validation of the values entered, the voter is
pres nted one or more screens with candidates in the proper sequence as
defin d by the ExtParGp field in conjunction with status information provided by
the b 1I0t-box-status server. After the voter has marked his choice in each of the

pres nted screens, the voter closes the voting session by entering his PW once
more.

Here l it is noted that the description discloses the invention in a manner
sUffidiently clear to enable the person skilled in the art to carry out the invention.
In ad6ition, it is noted that the person skilled in the art will understand that
ExtP~rGp, if applicable, constitutes an important value enabling the voter to
parti?ipate in the election such that the voter will have been communicated the

va'ui ExtParGp printed in readable format on the voting card, which as such is

the in,y means of communication with the voter.

Ace rdingly, it is stated that the description of present patent application
disci ses the invention in a manner sufficiently clear and as such complete to
ena Ie the person skilled in the art to carry out the invention.

Wit respect of the observation that, the subject codes are not mentioned,
alth~ugh the calculated identity codes are comprised in the virtual ballot form, it
is ndted that, as indicated in independent claim 1, the tool loaded in the polling
equipment of the voter comprises means for calculating the unique voter identity
code of the voter starting from the election code and the unique personal key
communicated to the voter, means for calculating the unique sUbject identity
code of the subject elected by the voter from the unique subject code of the
subjiect elected by the voter and the unique personal key of the voter and means
for enerating the virtual ballot form comprising the calculated unique identity
cod s, the calculated unique voter identity code and the calculated subject
ide tity code of the subject elected by the voter. Accordingly, the virtual ballot
for forwarded by the polling equipment over the data network comprises both
cal ulated unique identity codes.

Wit respect of the observation that the description of the patent application

lac s an embodiment of the invention disclosing to the person skilled in the art

. ------...J
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how a combination of subjects can be elected, it is noted that, a person skilled in
the rt will easily understand that in an election, wherein a combination of
sUbj cts is to be elected from the subjects on a list of subjects to be elected
subj ct combination codes have to generated for all potential combinations of
subj cts.

In vi w of the above, it is noted that present patent application and the amended
clai s meet the requirements of Article 83 EPC without Violating Article 123(2)
EP .

4) Novelty
Reg rding the novelty of present patent application the following is observed:

It is noted that protection is sought for an electronic voting system for collecting
and counting votes forwarded by means of a data network from individual voters
usi 9 electronic polling equipment in an election comprising a list of subjects to
be lected, and for a method of collecting and counting votes in such electronic
voti g system. For each individual voter a reference election record comprising
all otential ballot forms for the same individual voter selecting a subject from the
list f subjects to be elected in the election is generated. The reference election
rec rds of the individual voters are stored. In the polling equipment of each
indi idual voter unique identity codes are generated for the same voter and the
su 'ect elected from the list of subjects to be elected. A virtual ballot form
co taining the unique identity codes for the voter and the subject elected is

fa arded to a ballot-box server being arranged for receiving and collecting
virt al ballot forms from the polling equipment of individual voters. The collected
virt al ballot forms are verified with respect to their presence in the reference
ele tion records of the individual voters and wherein, after closing the election
vot s are validated from the collected virtual ballot forms in such way that, if a
set of two or more virtual ballot forms associated with an identical unique voter
ide tity code is collected, one virtual ballot form of the set is validated as one
val d vote of the individual voter and the remaining virtual ballot forms of the set
are marked as duplicate, provided the virtual ballot forms of the set are identical
as to the subject elected by the individual voter. Otherwise all Virtual ballot forms
of Uhe set are marked inval id.

The paper by H. Robers, titled "Electronic elections employing DES smartcards",
December 1998, IBM Student Chipcard Innovation Team, hereafter indicated as
Robers, in particular sections 1.4 and 1.5; figure 1.3 thereof, discloses a method
of lectronic voting arranged for collecting and counting votes from individual
vo ers using electronic polling equipment in an election comprising a list of
su jects to be elected, from which list one subject is to be elected by an
in ividual voter, wherein the votes are forwarded by means of a data network.

R bers discloses a method of collecting and counting votes, comprising the
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steJ of generating for each individual voter on the list of voters a unique
pers~nal key, which is to be communicated to the individual voter, generating a
uniq~e subject code for each subject on the list of subjects to be elected in the
elecfon, generating for each individual voter on the list of voters a reference
elect on record comprising all potential virtual ballot forms for the individual
voter wherein the step of generating the reference election record includes
steP1 of calculating a unique reference voter identity code from a unique code for
the election and the unique personal key of the individual voter and the steps of
calc lating for the individual voter for each subject on the list of subjects to be
elect d a unique reference subject identity code from the unique subject codes
of th subjects to be elected and the unique personal key of the individual voter,
whe ein the calculated unique reference voter identity code and the calculated
uniq e reference subject identity codes form part of the potential virtual ballot
form of reference election records for the individual voter, and of storing the
refe ence election records for the individual voters.

!
Furt:er, the method of collecting and counting votes, as disclosed by Robers,
com rises steps of loading a tool in the electronic polling equipment of an
indi idual voter, electing one subject from the list of subjects to be elected by
inpu ting the personal key communicated to the individual voter and the unique
sUbj~ct code of the one elected subject into the polling equipment, generating a
virt~al ballot form by using the tool loaded into the polling equipment of the
indiridual voter, wherein a unique voter identity code is calculated from the
uni9ue code of the election and the unique personal key of the voter, and a
uni9ue subject identity code is calculated from the unique subject code of the
oneisubject selected by the voter and the unique personal key of the voter and
Whj'rein the calculated unique voter identity code and the calculated unique
sub eet identity code of the one subject elected by the voter form part of the

Virjtal ballot form.

Th method of collecting and counting votes, as disclosed by Robers, further

co prises steps of forwarding the virtual ballot form over the data network, of
rec iving and collecting the virtual ballot form forwarded from the polling
equipment, of verifying each collected virtual ballot form for its presence in the
ref$rence election records of the voters, of counting votes, and of establishing
the election result.

ROfers discloses an embodiment of an electronic voting system for collecting
an counting votes from individual voters using electronic polling equipment,
wh rein the voters have access to the polling equipment by means of a personal
membership smartcard. This smartcard has been provided with the unique

pe sanal key to be ,communicated to the individual voter and the tool for
ge erating the virtual ballot form containing the calculated unique voter identity
co e and the calculated unique subject identity code.

smartcard, once inserted in the electronic polling equipment of the voter,

------- - - , ..- -
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pro,Les for identification of the voter and the verification if the voter is entitled

for ,;;te election such that by withdrawing the smartcard from the polling
equipment the possibility to vote twice is eliminated.

In vi w of the above, it is noted that Robers fails to disclose an electronic voting

syst m for collecting and counting votes or a method for collecting and counting

vat s in an electronic voting system, wherein after closing the election votes are

vali ated from collected virtual ballot forms in such way that, if a set of two or

mor virtual ballot forms associated with an identical unique voter identity code is

coil cted, one virtual ballot form of the set is validated as one single valid vote of

an i dividual voter and the remaining virtual ballot forms of the set are marked as

dup icate, provided that the virtual ballot forms of the set are identical as to the

one'subject elected by the individual voter, otherwise the virtual ballot forms of

the et are marked invalid.

Th refore, an electronic voting system for collecting and counting votes

ace rding to present amended claim 1 and a method of collecting and counting

vat s in an electronic voting system according to present amended claim 22 are

nov I with respect of Robers.

Do ument D1 (EP 1 291 826), in particular claim 1 - 3 and paragraphs [0005] 

[00 3], [0028J - [0039J thereof, discloses an electronic voting system comprising
me ns for generating individualized ballot forms for each voter, each ballot form

co prising entries for each of the options and each entry having an identifier,

whJrein the identifiers have been selected such that the entries for d·lfferent
opt ons within each of the ballot forms have mutually different identifiers and the

ent ies for identical options in different ballot forms have mutually different

ide tifiers, wherein the means for generating the ballot forms are arranged for
ad ing to the ballot forms an opening identifier for starting a voting session and a

cia ing identifier for closing the session.

Th electronic voting system, as disclosed by 01, further comprises a memory

deJice for storing information about the identifiers entered for different options
for different voters in a vote collecting system, a user interface for entering data

repl"esenting one the identifiers from a voting voter, an input device for receiving

identification data of the voting voter, a vote translating unit arranged to compare
the identification data with the information from the memory device about the

id ertifiers for the identified voter in order to check wh ether the identification data
bel~Jngs to a regular voter and to check that there is no confirmed vote yet from

sarhe voter, such that in the case that the case that the voter is not using the
rig t identifier or has already cast a vote, the current voting session is

ter inated, otherwise the voting session is continued.

In uch voting session the voter proceeds to enter the identifier corresponding to

th option chosen by the voter, such that the voter may change the option by

en ering the identifier corresponding to a different option before the closing
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identifier is entered to make the vote final. A vote collecting system is arranged
to c unt a vote for the option, if any, that corresponds to the identification data
for t, e individual voter as verified in accordance with the identifier for the option
for t e individual voter_

It is indicated in document 01, in particular in paragraph (0041) thereof, that it
has to be decided whether votes entered in voting sessions which have not yet
bee closed by entering a proper closing identifier as to confirm the votes are to
be ounted or not. One option is to count these votes, but only at the closing of
the lection when they no longer can be changed, but another option is to discard
the

Do ument 02 (WO 02/42974), in particular claims 2, 4 and 13 thereof, discloses
a m thad of collecting and collating data, including the steps of providing each
use or voter with an option paper, representing options, each option having a
uni ue transmittable option code, assigning each voter with a unique
tra smittable voter code, assigning each voter a specified address for receiving
inf9rmation to be transmitted by the voter by means of a public data network,
instructing the voter to connect to the specified address for receiving the
inf rmation and to enter voter data including the unique transmittable voter code
an the unique transmittable option code or codes of the option or options
sel cted by the user, receiving the entered voter data, and processing and/or
call ting some or all of the received voter data, wherein a computerized data
pro essor is used for receiving and processing the voter data.

Do ument 02, in particular page 7, lines 11 - 17 thereof, discloses an
em odiment of the method of collecting and collating voter data, wherein the
uni ue transmittable voter codes assigned to the voters are used to identify any
vat r who attempts to vote more than once_ Accordingly, it is indicated that, when
the voter data is received and processed electronically, the system is adapted to
rec ive information from a coded source once, and once only and to extinguish
the code of the coded source so that any subsequent information from the coded
so rce is not accepted.

Futther, document 02, in particular claim 7; page 4, lines 14 - 17; page 7, lines
12- 17 thereof, discloses an embodiment of the method of collecting and
collating voter data, wherein the computerized data processor is adapted to
re !ognize when a unique transmittable code of a voter is entered more than once
for the purpose of re-entering selected options more than once, and to invalidate
all ata entered at any time by that voter.

In iew of the above, it is noted that documents 01 and 02 fail to disclose an
el ctronic voting system for collecting and counting votes forwarded by means of
a ata network from individual voters using electronic polling equipment, wherein
for each individual voter a reference election record comprising all potential
ba lot forms for the individual voter selecting a subject from the list of subjects to
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r, it is noted that documents D1 and D2 fail to disclose an electronic voting
and/or a method for collecting and counting votes in an electronic voting

syste ,wherein after closing the election votes are validated from collected
virtu I ballot forms in such way that, if a set of two or more virtual ballot forms
assa iated with an identical unique voter identity code is collected, one virtual
ballo form of the set is validated as one single valid vote of an individual voter
and t e remaining virtual ballot forms of the set are marked as duplicate,

ed that the virtual ballot forms of the set are identical as to the one subject
d by the individual voter, otherwise the virtual ballot forms of the set are
d invalid.

be ele ted in the election is generated and the reference election records of the
indivi ual voters are stored, wherein in the polling equipment of each individual

voter virtual ballot form is generated for the individual voter having selected
one s bject from the list of subject to be elected, the virtual ballot form is
forwa ded to a ballot-box server being arranged for receiving and collecting
virtua ballot forms forwarded from the polling equipment of individual voters, the
colle ed virtual ballot forms are verified with respect to their presence in the
refer nee election records of the individual voters, and votes are counted for
estab ishing an election result.

Ther fore, an electronic voting system for collecting and counting votes
acco ding to present amended claim 1 and a method of collecting and counting
vote in an electronic voting system according to present amended claim 22 are
nove with respect of documents D1 and D2.

5) In entive step
Reg rding the inventive step involved by the present invention the following is

obs~rved:

The lbject of the invention is to provide an electronic voting system for collecting
and founting votes and a method of collecting and counting votes in an
electronic voting system, wherein practicing fraud is avoided and mUltiple votes
for bellot forms having been forwarded from the polling equipment of an
individual voter are counted once, and once only, also if such votes are
repeatedly received and collected by the ballot-box server due to technical
irregularities in the (public) data network in the course of the election.

,
Ace rding to the invention, this problem is solved by means (16) for validating
vote from the verified virtual ballot forms (27) after closing the election, which
vali ating means (16) are arranged in such way, that, if a set of two or more
virt al ballot forms' (27) associated with an identical unique voter identity code
(Vn ID) is collected, one virtual ballot form (27) of the set is validated as one
vali vote of the voter (Vn) and the remaining virtual ballot forms (27) of the set

arked as duplicate, provided the virtual ballot forms (27) of the set are
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I

ideJtical as to the subject elected by said voter (Vn), otherwise all virtual ballot

for~fS (27) of the set are marked invalid.

Alth ugh Robers and the documents 01 and 02 disclose electronic voting

sys ems and/or methods of electronic voting particularly arranged to avoid

rec~'iving and collecting multiple votes associated with an identical voter, in these
sys ems and methods, votes associated with regular ballot forms forwarded from

the. oiling equipment of an individual voter once, and only once, but which votes
- d e to technical irregularities of the network in the course of the election - are
rep atedly received and collected by the ballot-box server, do not at all
con rib ute to the election result.

Fur her, it is noted that Robers and the documents 01 and 02, not in itself nor in
co~bination, disclose or suggest an electronic voting system or a method for
eleftronic voting in accordance with the present invention, wherein votes are

val~"dated from collected virtual ballot forms after the closing of the election in
su h way, that when a set of two or more virtual ballot forms associated with an

ide tical voter is collected, one virtual ballot form of the set is validated as one
valId vote of the voter and the remaining virtual ballot forms of the set are
ma~ked as duplicate, provided that the virtual ballot forms of the set are identical
as to the subject elected by the voter, otherwise all virtual ballot forms of the set
ar marked invalid.

In iew of the above, it is noted that the teachings of Robers and the documents
01 and 02 do not contribute to a technical solution of the technical problem of
pr venting counting multiple votes for ballot forms which have been legally
for arded from electronic polling equipment of an individual voter once, and
on e only, but which are repeatedly received by the ballot-box server for
te hnical reasons, still contribute to the election result.

Th refore, it is noted that an electronic voting system according to present
a ,ended claim 1 and a method of collecting and counting votes in an electronic
voting system according to present amended claim 22 provide a technical
solution for the technical problem discussed above, in a non-obvious way.

Here, it is noted that good governance implies that the technical features of the
solution of the technical problem discussed above are to be included in the
of~icial rules for an election uS'lng an electronic voting system.

AJcordinglY, it is stated that an electronic voting system according to present
a ended claim 1 and a method of collecting and counting votes in an electronic
va ing system according to present amended claim 22 are considered as being
n vel and involving an inventive step with respect of Robers and the documents
o and 02, and, therefore comply with the requirements of Article 52 EPC.

ce claims 2 - 21 depend on patentable independent claim 1 and claims 23 - 42
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depe d on patentable independent claim 22, the dependent claims qualify like
wise or a patent.

Req est
It is r quested to grant a patent based on the application as filed and the
encl sed amended claims and the amendments to the description.

How ver, if the Examining Division, despite the above amendments and
argu ents provided, is still of the opinion that there are deficiencies in the
appli ation, which need to be corrected, a further opportunity to submit
ame dments and arguments is requested.

In th event that the Examining Division intends to refuse the application, oral
proc edings pursuant to Article 116 EPC are requested.

Yourb faithfully,

Alge een Octrooi- en Merkenbureau

,_ The rofessional representative,
J,D hmen

Enc osures: Amended Claims 1-42 on replacement sheet 41-54
Replacement sheets 2,3,5,6,8, 14,15
Inlay sheets 1-4
Paper "Electronic elections employing DES smartcards" by
H. Robers (28 pages)
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measures have been proposed and implemented to guarantee the

identity of the voter, to avoid fraude and to reduce the risk ofcorr

Seve

With the advent of modern electronic communication

techn,i ques, in parti cul ar the Internet, methods and systems have been
I

develpped by which voters can vote from their homes, using electronic

commUrhi cati on equi pment 1i ke Personal Computers (PC I s), 1andl i ne and

5 >mobil telephones , and the li ke. / /N'ScJ<T //VLI'JY
. " .rH€er --I

: European patent application EP 1 291 826 discloses an

elec voting system wherein the Internet is used as a communication

medi m between the remote home voters and the vote collecting authority.

10

a vi us or a malicious hacker to intercept and amended the electronic

vote, for example.

Team. aby R bers, H., December 1998, IBM Studenlt.tJ-~-ca111

>
loca ion15 system is disclosed, using

~ /N'SE£.T /;vt..t9y
-:.-j-----.:....:....---------------..; SfiGt:7-Z

In the context of the present invention, the term

"ele tronic vote" has to be construed as a vote electronically

comminicated via an electronic voting system from a remote voter to a

20 vote collecting authority.

For a successful implementation of electronic voting, the

syst m shoul d meet the requi rements that can be expected for a formal

gove nment election system, for example, in which voting by mail is

allowed as well. In addition, the technology used should be such, that

25 more than 95% of the expected potential of users should be able to use

the ~ystem on their regular Internet connected PC, without any changes or
i

inst llation requirements to be performed by the users.

Such PC's can expected to be equipped with a regular

Inte net browser, like Microsoft's Internet Explorer®, with features like

30 Java' and acceptance of cookies typically turned off. In addition, most

of them will be connected to the Internet with either a dial-up or a slow

L
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ADSL or cable connection. In addition, the system should behave for the

user like a "normal" interactive Internet application, with "normal"

respionse properties, since the use of the election system will be a

"on -time shot" over longer periods such as months or years.

Given the relative low turnout, there is a high risk of

losi;ng the potential voter in case his Internet access to the election is
i

beh~vi ng "funny" in hi s or hers observati on. So the cl i ent envi ronment

will put a serious limitation on the actual possibilities at the client

sid for an electronic voting system.

10 Not only the client environment, but also the Internet

15

20

its lf and the intermediate providers may cause problems while a vote is

bei g communicated to the vote collecting authority.

As will be recognized by most of the users of email

mes ages, for example, sometimes a message will not arrive at all and is

lOS! on the Internet and sometimes a single message will be delivered

twi e or many mar: times due to an erroneous behavior of the

com unication equipment involved from the voter up to the vote collecting

aut~ority.
I

i
: The electronic voting systems as disclosed by t6lrQp'8~n

__ L l hD\ve..
~At appl i cati OR EP 1 291 82~ and Robers, 1-1. J amongst ott1ers, t1asi'no

proyisions how to deal with electronic votes from the same remote voter

that arrive at the vote collecting authority twice or even repeatedly.

, Other shortcomings of the cited prior art comprise:
!

- no vote and result validation of the final election

25 results, both for each voter and other parties to an election;

- di ffi cul t to combi ne wi th other voti ng manners (ma i 1 ,

ele tronically, GSM, SMS, etc. to one result with manageable priority;

- no facilities to provide for an alternative election

package for voters who claim not to have received the original one, for

30 exa ple, which package contains the initial secrets, required by ea.ch

vot r to take part in the elections, and
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electronic voting system itself, or by a combination with other,

5

10

15

20

orga izational, measures:

- only eligible persons can vote;

- no person can vote more than once;

- the vote is secret;

- each (correctly cast) vote gets counted, and

- the voters trust that their vote is counted.

Based on the location independent electronic voting system

desc ibed in the above-mentioned paper by Robers, H., these objects and

s are achi eved, in accordance wi th a fi rst aspect of the present

tion, by an electronic voting system for collecting and counting

from individual voters using electronic polling equipment in an

ion comprising a list of subjects to be elected, from which list one

ct is to be elected by an individual voter, wherein the votes being

rded by means of a data network, and the voting system comprises:

- means for generati ng a un; que personal key for each

idual voter entitled to the election, which unique personal key is

communicated to the individual voter;

- means for generati ng a uni que subject code for each

subject on the 1ist of subjects to be elected in the election; IME'.(7IN'tl9y> <' .fh'€£7.]

forpersona1 key of the voter, wherei n

indilvidual voter comprising all potential virtual ballot
i

indiividual voter, wherein a unique voter identity

voter is calculated from a unique code for and the unique

25

30

each subject on the 1i st of elected by the voter in the

is calculated e unique subject codes and the unique

of wherein the calculated identity codes form

forms;

- means for storing the reference election records for the
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i ndivi dua 1 voter wherei n the tool
I

uni qlue voter i dent i ty code of the

unique

subject identity code

subject

6

the

code and the

calculating the unique

the unique

unique personal

the virtual ballot form comprising

- means for forwarding the virtual ballot form by the

10 pol ing equipment over the data network;

- means for receiving and collecting the virtual ballot

for forwarded by the polling equipment;

- means for verifying each collected virtual ballot form

wit respect to its presence in the reference election records of the

15 vot rs;

- means for counting votes, and

means for establishing an election result, characterized

by Imeans for :a1i dati ng votes from the collected vi rtua 1 ballot formy,

Whi~h validating means are arranged in such way that if a set of two or
I

20 mor~ virtual ballot forms associated with an identical voter identity

COd~ is collected, one virtual ballot form of the set is validated as one

va1~d vote of the voter and the remaining virtual ballot forms of the set
i

are marked as duplicate, provided the virtual ballot forms of the set are

identical as to the subject elected by the voter, otherwise all virtual

25 ballot forms of the set are marked invalid.

In the context of the present invention, the term "virtual

ballot form" is to be construed as an electronic or "soft" ballot form,

co trary to a paper or "hard 'l ballot form, for example.

To avoid double counting of votes, in accordance with the

30 pr invent ion, a set of vi rtua 1 ballot forms co 11 ected by the me ans

fo receiving and collecting are validated in a such a manner that if

=; af-te..r C/OSihfj the e/eCti.oh
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that particular voter.

I Accordingly, the electronic voting system according to the

inVjntion can be safely used even with distorted public network

facl1ities, while meeting the requirements of preventing double counting

5 of ihe same or different votes of a voter.

I
In a further embodiment of the invention, the electronic

vot ng system is arranged for collecting and counting votes in an

ele tion wherein one combination of subjects is to be elected by an
I a~e

indtJVidual voter, compriSingl'validating meansXlarranged in such way that

10 if set of two or more virtual ballot forms associated with an identical

vot r identity code is collected, one virtual ballot form of the set is
I

val~dated as one vote of the voter and the remaining virtual ballot forms

of he set are marked as duplicate, provided the virtual ballot forms of

the set are identical as to the one combination of subjects elected by

15 the voter, otherwi se all vi rtua1 ballot forms of the set are ma rked

1i d.

In accordance with further embodiments of the invention,

th validating means may form part of the means for verifying the

collected virtual ballot forms or may form part of the means for counting

20 th votes. Thi s, reduci ng the number of means actua 11 y i nvo1ved in the

el and thereby reducing the risk of malicious attacks on multiple

pa system, for example.

To inform the voter of the receipt of his or hers vote. in

a yet further embodiment of the invention, the voting system comprises

25 confirmation means for generating a receipt indicating that a virtual

ballot form has been received from the polling equipment of the voter and

me4ns for delivering the receipt comprising a unique receipt confirmation
I

va ue in readable form at the polling equipment of the voter.

, A very important aspect of electronic voting or election

30 sy terns for use in public elections, for example, is the possibility that

vo ers have an opportunity to inspect whether they have been correctly

rneo..h,s -foY' va./ida.-ti. n9 Vo-t~.!' {Yom the coltecfed
vLrfua.! ballof fovmt o.f1.e.v-- C{OSih.9 the e(ee-l(~n
wh "en )
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>voters;

voters using electronic polling equipment in an election comprising a

1i stl of subjects to be elected, from whi ch list one subj ect is to be

elected by an individual voter, the votes being forwarded by means of a

data network, the method comprising the steps of:

5 - generating a unique personal key for each individual

vote entitled to the election;

- communicating the unique personal keys to the individual

<" /tV..ft'R7 /Nt.J?y
.J/,'el'7 9

10 lis of subjects to be elected in the election;

generating a reference election record fa each

individual voter comprising all potential virtual ballot for for the

individual voter, wherein a unique voter identity code is lculated for

the individual voter from a unique code for the electi and the uni que

15 per anal key of the voter, a unique subject ide ity code for each

sub ect on the list of subjects to be e1ecte by the voter in the

ele,tion is calculated from the unique sub" ct codes and the unique

subject from the list at the poll ing

in the polling equipment of a voter;

one

loading a too

- electing

perlona1 key of the voter, the cal cul ated "aentity codes formi ng part of

the virtual ballot forms;

- storing the referen election records for the individual

vts:
!

20

25

30

equipment of the indiv·{jual voter, by inputting the unique personal key

communicated subject code for the one elected

sUbrect into

I - generating a virtual ballot form using the tool loaded

int' lling equipment of the voter, wherein a unique voter identity

from the election code and the unique personal key of

a unique subject identity code is calculated from the

Of the one subj~ct 818cted by the -¥oter from the
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5

unique 3ubject code of tAC OAe 3ubjeet elected and tAt tJAiejue r;et'~onal

~Ylaf the I,'ater and \/herein the calculated identity codes forffl part of

~~'i rtual ball at forffl;

- forwarding the virtual ballot form over the data network;

receiving and collecting the virtual ballot form

for arded by the polling equipment;
i

10

- verifying each collected virtual ballot form with respect

to ts presence in the reference election records of the voters;

- counting votes, and

- establishing an election-result based on the counted

vot s, characterized by a step for validating votes from the collected
a..

vir ual ballot formsbin such)"way that, if a set of two or more virtual

balot forms associated with an identical voter identity code is

fromvotescountingandcollectingofcasetheIn

col ected, one virtual ballot form of the set is validated as one single

valrd vote of the voter and the remaining virtual ballot forms of the set

arel marked as duplicate, provided that the virtual ballot forms of the

set/ are identical as to the one subject elected by the voter, otherwise

thd virtual ballot forms of the set are marked invalid.
i
I

i
individual voters using electronic polling equipment in an election20

15

25

I

c01priSing a list of subjects to be elected, from which list one

co~bination of subjects is to be elected by an individual voter, in

acJordance with an embodiment of the method according to the invention,
i

the step for validating votes from the collected virtual ballot form~is

arranged such that if a set of two or more virtual ballot forms

associated with an identical voter identity code is collected, one

vi l1'tua 1 ba 11 at form of the set is val i dated as one val id vote of the

va er and the remaining virtual ballot forms of the set are marked

du licate, provided that the virtual ballot forms of the set are

30 id ntical as to the one combination of subjects elected by the voter,

at erwise all virtual ballot forms of the set are marked invalid.

I: c.Jtel-- Ct.oSr.·I1J {he e(ec-cc:oh

~ -L.- ._~ _
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Inlay $heet 1

In a paper "Electronic elections employing DES smartcards"by

Robe s, H., December 1998, IBM Student Chipcard Innovation Team, a location

5 indep ndent electronic voting system using chipcard technology is disclosed.

The aper discloses an electronic voting system for collecting and counting votes

forwa ded by means of a data network from individual voters using electronic polling

equiIent in an election comprising a list of subjects to be elected, and a method of

colle ing and counting votes in such electronic voting system, wherein for each

10 indiviLal voter a reference election record comprising all potential ballot forms for

samefindividual voter selecting a subject from the list of subjects to be elected in the

electi n is generated and the reference election records of the individual voters are

store

15

20

25

30

In the polling equipment of each individual voter unique identity

code are generated for same voter and the subject elected from the list of subjects

to be elected, a virtual ballot form containing the unique identity codes for the voter

and he subject elected is forwarded to a ballot-box server being arranged for

recei ing and collecting virtual ballot forms from the polling equipment of individual

voter , the collected virtual ballot forms are verified with respect to their presence in

the r ference election records of the individual voters and valid votes are counted

for e tablishing the election result.

I The paper discloses an embodiment of such electronic vDting

syster for collecting and counting votes from individual voters using electronic

POlli~ equipment, wherein the voters have access to the polling equipment by

mea s of a personal membership smartcard been provided with a unique personal

key t be communicated to the individual voter and a tool for generating the virtual

ballo form containing the calculated unique voter identity code and the calculated

unique subject identity code. The smartcard, once inserted in the electronic polling

equipment of the voter, provides for identification of the voter and the verification if

the voter is entitled for the election such, that by withdrawing the smartcard from the

polling equipment the possibility to vote twice is eliminated.
I
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Inlay sheet 2

I International patent application WO 02/42974 discloses a method of

colleqting Yotes from remote home voters, wherein the Yotes are transmitted to a

5 centr I Yote collecting system by using any means of telecommunication, The vote

colle ting system comprises a computer data processing unit being arranged for

perfo ming yater identity checks and checks for multiple voting by same voter such

that, 'f an attempt for a second vote is traced, all Yotes collected at any time by same

voter are invalidated.

10
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Inlay sheet 3

) - means for generating for each individual voter a reference election

reco~d comprising all potential virtual ballot forms for the individual voter, the means

for ~enerating the reference election records including means for calculating a

uniqLe reference voter identity code for the individual voter, wherein the unique

refere~ce voter identity code is ~al~u~ated from a unique code) for the election and

the in,que personal key of the individual voter, and means for calculating unique

refe ence sUbject identity codes for the subjects on the list of subjects to be elected,

whe ein the unique reference subject identity codes are calculated from the unique

subj ct codes of each of the subjects and the unique personal key of the individual

vat r, wherein the calculated unique reference voter identity code and the calculated

uni ue reference subject identity codes form part of the potential virtual ballot forms

e reference election record for the individual voter;

- means for storing the reference election records for the individual

vot rs;

j -means for loading a tool in the polling equipment of the individual

vat r, the tool providing means for calculating a unique voter identity code for the

ind+idual voter, wherein the unique voter identity code is calculated from the unique

codF for the election and the unique personal key communicated to the individual

vot$r, means for calculating a unique subject identity code for the subject elected by
I

thelindividual voter, wherein the unique subject identity code is calculated from the

uni~ue subject code of the subject elected by the individual voter and the unique

perhonal key of the individual voter, and means for generating the virtual ballot form

coJpriSing the calculated unique voter identity code and the calculated unique

su 'ect identity code of the subject elected by the individual voter by using the

pol ing equipment;

_______~ n___ _ n_



Inlay' sheet 4

I - generating for each individual voter a reference election record

com rising all potential virtual ballot forms for the individual voter, wherein for the

5 indi idual voter a unique reference voter identity code is calculated from a unique

cod for the election and the unique personal key of the individual voter, for each

ct on the list of subjects to be elected by the individual voter a unique reference

ct identity code is calculated from the unique subject codes and the unique

nal key) of the individual voter, the calculated unique reference voter identity

10 and the calculated unique reference subject identity codes forming part of the

I ballot forms in the reference election record for the individual voter;

- storing the reference election records for the individual voters;

- loading a tool in the polling equipment of an individual yater;

- electing one subject from the list at the polling equipment of the

15 indi idual yater, by inputting the unique personal key communicated to the individual

vat r and the unique subject code for the one subject elected by the individual voter

into the polling equipment;

- generating a virtual ballot form by using the tool loaded into the

poll ng equipment of the individual voter, wherein for the individual voter a unique

20 vat r identity code is calculated from the unique code for the election and the unique

per anal key of the individual voter, for the one subject elected by the individual

vat r a unique subject identity code is calculated from the unique subject code of

one subject elected and the unique personal key of the individual voter and

wh rein the calculated unique voter identity code for the individual voter and the

25 cal ulated unique subject identity code for the one subject elected by the individual

vat r form part of the virtual ballot form;

,, 1_
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CLAIMS

1. Electronic voting system (1) for collecting and counting votes from

indi idual voters using electronic polling equipment (20) in an election comprising a

5 list 7) of sUbjects to be elected, from which list (7) one subject is to be elected by an

indi idual voter (Vn), said votes being forwarded by means of a data network (2),

voting system (1) comprising:

- means (3) for generating a unique personal key (Kp) for each

idual voter (Vn) entitled to said election, which unique personal key (Kp) is to be

10 co municated to said individual voter (Vn);

- means (6) for generating a unique subject code for each subject

(C ) on said list (7) of subjects to be elected in said election;

- means (8) for generating for each individual voter (Vn) a reference

tion record (RnPotVote) comprising all potential virtual ballot forms (27) for said

15 indi idual voter (Vn), said means (8) for generating said reference election records

(RnPotVote) including means (9) for calculating a unique reference voter identity

code (RnPID) for said individual voter (Vn), wherein said unique reference voter

ide tity code (RnPID) is calculated from a unique code (EIID) for said election and

the unique personal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn), and means (10) for

20 cal ulating unique reference subject identity codes (RnCm) for said subjects on said

list (7) of subjects to be elected, wherein said unique reference subject identity

co es (RnCm) are calculated from said unique subject codes (Cm) of each of said

su jects and said unique personal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn), wherein

sai calculated unique reference voter identity code (RnPIO) and said calculated

25 uni ue reference subject identity codes (RnCm) form part of said potential virtual

balot forms (27) of the reference election record (RnPotVote) for said individual

voter (Vn).;

- means (12) for storing said reference election records

(RnPotVote) for said individual voters (Vn);

30 - means (23) for loading a tool (21) in said polling equipment (20) of

sa d individual voter (Vn), said tool (21) providing means (24) for calculating a

un que voter identity code (VnPIO) for said individual voter (Vn), wherein said unique
, ,

va er identity code (VnP1D) is calculated from said unique code (E110) for said

el ction and said unique personal key (Kp) communicated to said individual voter
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(Vn), means (25) for calculating a unique subject identity code (VnCm) for the

subj ct elected by said individual voter (Vn), wherein the unique subject identity

cod (VnCm)is calculated from the unique subject code (Cm) of said subject

elec ed by said individual voter (Vn) and said unique personal key (Kp) of said

5 indi idual voter (Vn), and means for generating the virtual ballot form (27)

com rising said calculated unique voter identity code (VnPID) and said calculated

uniq~e subject identity code (VnCm) of said subject elected by said individual voter

by u ing said polling equipment (20);

- means (23) for forwarding said virtual ballot form (27) by said

10 g equipment (20) over said data network (2);

- means (13; 14) for receiving and collecting said virtual ballot form

(27) forwarded by said polling equipment (20);

- means (15) for verifying each collected virtual ballot form (27) with

res ect to its presence in said reference election records (RnPotVote) of said voters

15 (Vn ;

- means (17) for counting votes, and

- means for establishing an election result,

cha acterized by means (16) for validating votes from said verified virtual ballot

for s (27) after closing said election, said validating means (16) being arranged in

20 suc way, that, if a set of two or more virtual ballot forms (27) associated with an

ide tical unique voter identity code (VnPID) is collected, one virtual ballot form (27)

of aid set is validated as one valid vote of said voter (Vn) and the remaining virtual

ball t forms (27) of said set are marked as duplicate, provided said virtual ballot

for s (27) of said set are identical as to the subject elected by said voter (Vn),

25 rwise all virtual ballot forms (27) of said set are marked invalid.

2. Electronic voting system (1) according to claim 1, said system (1)

being arranged for collecting and counting votes from individual voters (Vn) using

electronic polling equipment (20) in an election comprising a list (7) of subjects to be

elected, from which list one combination of subjects is to be elected by an individual

30 voter (Vn), said votes being forwarded by means of a data network (2), said system,

co~prising:

- means (3) for generating a unique personal ke.y (Kp) for each

ind vidual voter (Vn) entitled to said election, which unique personal key (Kp) is to be

co municated to said individual voter (Vn);
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- means for generating a unique subject combination code for each

com ination of subjects to be elected from the subjects on said list (7) of subjects to

be e ected in said election;

- means (8) for generating for each individual voter (Vn) a reference

elec ion record (RnPotVote) comprising all potential virtual ballot forms (27) for said

indiJidual voter (Vn), said means (8) for generating said reference election record

(Rn rotvote) in clud tng means (g) for ca Iculating a unique reference voter identity

cOdr (RnPID) for said individual voter (Vn), wherein said unique reference voter

ideltity code is calculated from a unique code (EIID) for said election and the unique

per anal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn), and means for calculating a unique

refe ence subject combination identity code for each combination of subjects to be

ele~ted from the subjects on said list (7) of subjects to be elected by said individual

vot1r (Vn). wherein the unique subject identity codes are calculated from the unique

sub ect combination codes for said combinations of subjects and said unique

per anal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn), and wherein said calculated unique

ref rence voter identity code (RnPID) and said calculated unique reference subject

co bination codes form part of the potential virtual ballot forms (27) of said

rence election record (RnPotVote) for said individual voter (Vn)

- means (12) for storing said reference election records

(RnPotVote) for said individual voters (Vn);

- means (23) for loading a tool (21) in said polling equipment (20) of

sa; individual voter (Vn), said tool (21) providing means (24) for calculating a

uni ue voter identity code (VnPID) for said individual voter (Vn). wherein said unique

vottr identity code is calculated from said unique code (Ell D) for said election and

the, unique personal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn), means for calculating the
I

unique subject combination identity code for the combination of sUbjects elected by

said individual voter (Vn), wherein said unique subject combination identity code is

calculated from the unique subject combination code for said combination of

subjects elected from the subjects on the list (7) by said individual voter (Vn) and the

uni8ue personal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn). and means for generating the

virt al ballot form (27) comprising said calculated unique voter identity code (VnPID)

an said calculated unique subject combination identity code by using said polling

eq ipment (20);
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(Vn);

... means (23) for forwarding said virtual ballot form (27) by said

equipment (20) over said data network (2);

- means (13; 14) for receiving and collecting said virtual ballot form

rwarded by said polling equipment (20);

- means (15) for verifying each collected virtual ballot form (27) with

t to its presence in said reference election records (RnPotVote) of said voters

... means (17) for counting Yotes;

... means for establishing an election result, and

10 ... means (16) for validating votes from said verified virtual ballot

form (27) after closing said election, said validating means (15) being arranged for

in su h way, that, if a set of two or more virtual ballot forms (27) associated with an

ident cal unique voter identity code (VnPID) is collected, one virtual ballot form (27)

of sa d set is validated as one vote of said voter (Vn) and the remaining virtual ballot

15 form (27) of said set are marked as duplicate, provided said virtual ballot forms (27)

of sa d set are identical as to said one combination of subjects elected by said voter

(Vn), otherwise all virtual ballot forms (27) of said set are marked invalid_

3. Electronic Yoting system (1) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said

valid ting means (16) form part of said means (15) for verifying said collected virtual

20 ballot forms (27).

4.· Electronic voting system (1) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said

ting means (16) form part of said means (17) for counting said votes.

5. Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,

r comprising confirmation means (18) for generating a receipt (VotRecCon)

25 ting that a virtual ballot form (27) has been received from said polling

equi ment (20) of said voter (Vn) and means for delivering said receipt (Vat

RecCon) comprising a unique receipt confirmation value (VotRecConCnt) in

read~ble form at said polling equipment (20) of said voter (Vn).

6. I Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,

30 furthbr comprising means for publishing the list (34) of voters (Vn) entitled to said

elec ion, the list (7) of subjects to be elected in said election and said reference

elec ion records (RnPotVote) for said individual Yoters (Vn),' enabling public

insp ction before the date of said election, and entry means for each individual voter
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(Vn) using said unique personal key (Kp) for inspection of the reference election

rectd (RnPotVote) for said individual voter (Vn).

7. t Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,

furt er comprising means for publishing the election-result comprising the record of

the ,valid votes as awarded for said collected virtual ballot forms (27) after been
I

subfr,itted for verification and validation, enabling public inspection, and entry means
I

for tach individual voter (Vn) using said unique personal key (Kp) for inspection of

the rccount of said virtual ballot form (27) forwarded by said polling equipment (20)

of s id individual voter (Vn).

8. Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,

er comprising means for generating and storing a reference service identity

(ReSPID) for each individual voter (Vn) entitled to said election, which

rence service identity code (ReSPID) is calculated from a fixed part of said

ue personal key (Kp) of said voter (Vn) and information related to said election

an means for keeping a status record of said voter (Vn) at said means (13; 14) for

iving and collecting said virtual ballot forms (27), wherein said status record is

ciated with said reference service identity code (ReSPID) of said voter (Vn).

9. Electronic voting system (1) according to claim 8, wherein said tool

to be loaded in said polling equipment (20) of said voter (Vn) is arranged for

cal ulating said reference service identity code (ReSPID) from said fixed part of said

uni~ue personal key (Kp) of said voter (Vn) and said information related to said

elebtion and for forwarding said reference service identity code (ReSPID) to said
I

me~ns (13; 14) for receiving and collecting said virtual ballot forms (27).

10.1 Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,

fudher comprising communication means for communicating said unique personal

key (Kp) to each individual voter (Vn) entitled to said election, said communication

means comprises at least one of a group including means for electronically storing

saip unique personal key (Kp) in a chip card of said voter (Vn). data communication

m~ans for communicating said unique personal key (Kp) to said voter (Vn) by a data

ne1work such as the Internet or a fixed and/or mobile data communication network

inoluding a Short Message Service, and means for providing said unique personal

ke (Kp) in 'a human and/or machine readable form on a hard copy, such as a text

m ssage on paper, for communicating by mail to said voter (Vn).
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11. Electronic voting system (1) according to claim 10, wherein said

po/Ii g equipment (20) is arranged for operatively connecting same to data input

me ns (29) comprising at least one of a group including a chip card reader, a

oard, a mouse, a screen, a bar code reader and voice conversion means.

Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the prevIous claims,

whe ein said means (13; 14) for receiving and collecting virtual ballot forms (27) are

arra ged for receiving and collecting virtual ballot forms (27) other than forwarded

by aid polling equipment (20) of a voter (Vn), such as physical ballot forms received

by ail and converted into virtual ballot forms (27) by automatic ballot form reading

and conversion means.

13. Electronic voting system (1) according to claim 12, wherein said

16) for verification and validating are arranged in such way that if a set

a or more virtual ballot forms associated with an identical unique voter identity

(VnPID) is collected and said virtual ballot forms (27) are collected from means

of different kinds that have been appointed differing values of priority only the virtual

ball t forms (27) collected from the means of the kind with the higher value of

pri rity are submitted for verification and validation.

14. Electronic voting system (1) according to claim 13, wherein said

(15; 16) for verification and validation are arranged in such way that the

in which physical ballot forms received by mail are converted into virtual

bal at forms (27) are appointed the lower value of priority.

15. Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,

saif system being arranged for an election comprising a list (7) of SUbjects to be

ele ted, from which list (7) one subject is to be elected by an individual voter (Vn),

wh rein said means (10) for generating a unique reference SUbject identity code

(Rr\Cm) for each SUbject to be elected in said election, said means (9) for generating

a unique reference voter identity code (RnPID) and said means (8) for generating a

reference election record (RnPotVote) for each individual voter (Vn) entitled to said
f

ele tion comprise cryptographic generator and calculator means.

Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,

system (1) being arranged for an election comprising a list (7) of subject to be

el cted, from which list (7) one combination of subjects is to be elected by an

individual voter (Vn), wherein said means for generating a unique reference subj ect

co bination identity code for each combination of SUbjects to be elected in said
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election, said means (9) for generating a unique reference voter identity code and

saidlmeans (8) for generating a reference election record (RnPotVote) for each

indi idual voter (Vn) entitled to said election comprise cryptographic generator and

calc lator means.

17. I Electronic voting system (1) according to claim 15 or 16, wherein

said cryptographic generator and calculator means are arranged for symmetric

enCjyption.

18. Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,

wherein said means for presenting said list (7) of subjects from which one subject or

one combination of sUbjects is to be elected by said voter (Vn) at said polling

equ pment (20), said means (23) for loading said tool (21) in said polling equipment

(20 of a voter (Vn), said means (13; 14) for receiving and collecting said virtual

ball t form (27) forwarded by said polling equipment (20) and said confirmation

me ns are supported by computer equipment comprising at least one computer

ser er.

19. Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,

wh rein the or each of said means (23) for loading said tool (21) in said polling

eq~ipment (20) of a voter (Vn), said means (13; 14) for receiving and collecting said

virt~al ballot form (27) forwarded by said polling equipment (20), said confirmation
i

me~lns (18) and said polling equipment (20) are arranged for providing secure data

tra~smissionover said data network.

20. i Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,
I

Wh1rein said means (3) for generating a unique personal key (Kp) for each individual

vat r (Vn), said means (9) for generating said unique reference voter identity code

(R PI D) for each individual voter (Vn), means (10) for generating said un ique
I

ref~rence identity code for each subject or combination of SUbjects to be elected in

said election, said means (8) for generating said reference election record

(RnPotVote) for each individual voter (Vn) entitled to said election, said means (15)

for verifying the collected virtual ballot form (27) of said individual voter (Vn) with

re~pect to its presence in said reference election record (RnPotVote) of said voter

(V1)' said means (17) for counting votes of said voters (Vn), said means (16) for

val dating votes from said collected virtual ballot forms (27) and said means for

es ablishing an election-result based on said counted votes are supported by
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computer equipment arranged to be operated under the supervision of an election

authqrity.

21. Electronic voting system (1) according to any of the previous claims,

wher in said polling equipment (20) comprises at least one of a group including a

pers nal computer and fixed and mobile data communication equipment arranged

for p oviding access to said data network.

22. Method for electronic voting, being arranged for collecting and

coun. ing votes from individual voters (Vn) using electronic polling equipment (20) in

an e ection comprising a list (7) of subjects to be elected, from which list(7) one

sUbj ct is to be elected by an individual voters (Vn), said votes being forwarded by

mea s of a data network (2), said method comprising the steps of:

- generating a unique personal key (Kp) for each individual voter

(Vn) entitled to said election;

- communicating said unique personal keys (Kp) to said individual

vote 5 (Vn);

- generating a unique subject code (em) for each subject on said

list ( ) of subjects to be elected in said election;

- generating for each individual voter (Vn) a reference election

record (RnPotVote) comprising all potential virtual ballot forms (27) for said

indi~idual voter (Vn), wherein for said individual voter (Vn) a unique reference voter

iden~ity code (RnPID) is calculated from a unique code (Ell D) for said election and

the pnique personal key (Kp) of said voter (Vn), for each subject on said list (7) of

SUb~j~cts to be elected by said individual voter (Vn) a unique reference subject

ide tity code (RnCm) is calculated from said unique subject codes (Cm) and said

uni ue personal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn), said calculated unique

reference voter identity code (RnPID) and said calculated unique reference subject

identity codes (RnCm) forming part of the virtual ballot forms (27) in said reference

eleqtion record (RnPotVote) for said individual voter (Vn);

- storing said reference election records (RnPotVote) for said

indi idual voters (Vn);

- loading a tool (21) in said polling equipment (20) of a voter (Vn);

- electing one subject from said list (7) at said polling equipment

(20 of said individual voter (Vn), by inputting said unique personal key (Kp)
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communicated to said voter (Vn) and said unique subject code (Cm) for said one

subj~ct elected by said individual voter into said polling equipment (20);

J

-generating a virtual ballot form (27) by using said tool (21) loaded

into said polling equipment (20) of said voter (Vn), wherein for said individual voter a

uni ue voter identity code (VnPID) is calculated from said unique code (EllD) of sajd

ele~tion and said unique personal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn), for said one

sub ect elected by said individual voter (Vn) a unique sUbject identity code (VnCm) is

cal ulated from said unique subject code (Cm) of said one subject elected and said

uni ue personal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn) and wherein said calculated

uni ue voter identity code (VnPID) and said calculated unique subject identity code

m) of the sUbject elected by said individual voter (Vn) form part of said virtual

t form (27);

- forwarding said virtual ballot (27) over said data network (2);

- receiving and collecting said virtual ballot form (27) forwarded by

sai polling equipment (20);

- verifying each collected virtual ballot form (27) with respect to its

ence in said reference election records (RnPotVote) of said voters (Vn);

- counting votes, and

- establishing an election-result based on said counted votes,

ch racterized by a step for validating votes from said collected virtual ballot forms

(2 ) after closing said election, in such way that, if a set of two or more virtual ballot

for~s (27) associated with an identical voter identity code (VnPID) is collected, one
i

vir~ual ballot form (27) of said set is validated as one valid vote of the voter and the

rerhaining virtual ballot forms (27) of said set are marked as duplicate, provided that

saiid virtual ballot forms (27) of said set are identical as to said one subject elected

by said voter, otherwise said virtual ballot forms (27) of said set are marked invalid.

23. Method for electronic voting according to claim 22, said method

be'ng arranged for collecting and counting votes from individual voters (Vn) using

el ctronic polling equipment (20) in an election comprising a list (7) of subjects to be

el cted, from which list (7) one combination of subjects is to be elected by an

in ividual voter (Vn), said votes being forwarded by means of a data network (2),

sa d method comprising the steps of:

- generating a unique personal key (Kp) for each individual voter

(V ) entitled to said election;
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- communicating said unique personal key (Kp) to each individual

vote~i(vn);
- generating a unique subject combination code for each

com ination of subjects on said list (7) of subjects to be elected in said election;

I - generating for each individual voter (Vn) a reference election

reco~d (RnPotVote) comprising all potential virtual ballot forms (27) for said

indiv dual voter (Vn), wherein for said individual voter a unique voter identity code

(Rn 10) is calculated from a unique code (ElIO) for said election and said unique

pers nal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn), for each combination of subjects on

said list (7) of subjects to be elected by said individual voter a unique subject

ination identity code is calculated from said unique subject combination code

and aid unique personal key (Kp) of said voter (Vn), said calculated reference voter

iden ity code (RnPID) and said calculated reference subject combination identity

cod s forming part of said Virtual ballot forms (27) in said reference election record

(Rn otVote) for said individual voter (Vn);

- storing said reference election records (RnPotVote) for said

indi idual voters (Vn);

- loading a tool (21) in said polling equipment (20) of a voter (Vn);

- electing one combination of subjects from said subjects on the list

(7) f subjects to be elected at said polling equipment (20) of said individual voter

(Vn), by inputting said unique personal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn) and

said unique subject combination code for said one combination of subjects elected

id individual voter into said polling equipment (20);

- generating a virtual ballot form (27) on said polling eqUipment (20)

said tool (21) loaded into said polling equipment (20) of said voter (Vn),

wherein for said individual voter a unique voter identity code (VnPID) is calculated

frOIl1l said unique code (EIID) for said election and said unique personal key (Kp) of

said individual voter (Vn), for said one combination of subjects elected by said

indi idual voter a unique SUbject combination identity code is calculated from said

sub ect combination code of said one combination of elected subjects and said

uni ue personal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn),and wherein said calculated

uni ue voter identity code (VnPID) and said calculated unique subject combination

ide tity code of the one combination of subjects elected by said voter (Vn) form part

of s id virtual ballot form;
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- forwarding said virtual ballot form (27) over said data network (2);

- receiving and collecting said virtual ballot form (27) forwarded by

sai polling equipment (20);

- verifying each collected virtual ballot form (27) with respect to its

5 pre ence in said reference election records (RnPotVote) of said voters (Vn);

- counting votes, and

- establishing an election result based on said counted votes,

er comprising

a tep for validating votes from said collected virtual ballot forms (27) after closing

sai election, in such way that, if a set of two or more virtual ballot forms (27)

ciated with an identical voter identity code (VnPID) is collected, one virtual

t form (27) of said set is validated as one valid vote of said voter and the

re1aining virtual ballot forms (27) of said set are marked as duplicate, provided that

sai virtual ballot forms (27) of said set are identical as to said one combination of

su jects elected by said voter, otherwise said virtual ballot forms (27) of said set are

ma ked invalid ..

20

25

30

24. Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 23,

fur her comprising the step of generating a receipt (VotRecCon) comprising a unique

re ipt confirmation value (VotRecConCnt) in readable form indicating that a virtual

balot form (27) forwarded over said data network (2) has been received, and

wh rein said confirmation receipt value (VotRecConCnt) is detivered at said polling

eq ipment (20) of said yater (Vn).

25 Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 24,

furfher comprising the step of pUblishing the list (34) of voters entitled to said

el~ction, the list (7) of subjects to be elected in said election and said reference,
election records (RnPotVote) for said individual voters (Vn), enabling public

inspection before the date of said election, and the step for providing entry means

for each individual voter (Vn) using said unique personal key (Kp) for inspection of

the reference election record (RnPotVote) for said individual voter (Vn).

26 Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 25,

fujther comprising the step of publishing the election result comprising the record of

sa d valid votes as awarded for said collected virtual ballot for~s (27) after having

befn submitted for verification and validation, enabling public inspection and the

st p for prOViding entry means for each individual voter (Vn) using said uni<:jue

L ', __
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29.

30.

perspnal key (Kp) for inspection of the record of said vote for said virtual ballot form

(27) ~orwarded by said polling equipment (20) of said individual voter (Vn).

27. Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 26,

furt er comprising the steps of generating and storing a reference service identity

cod (ReSPID) for each individual voter (Vn) eniitled to said election wherein said

refe ence service identity code (ReSPID) is calculated from a fixed part of said

uniq~e personal key (Kp) of said individual voter (Vn) and information related to said

election, and the step of keeping a status record for each individual voter (Vn)

ciated to said reference service identity code (ReSPID).

28. Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 27,

furt er comprising the step of generating a reference service identity code (ReSPID)

at s. id polling equipment (20) of said voter (Vn) wherein said service identity code

(RefPID) for said individual voter (Vn) is calculated from said first part of said

unique voter identity code of said individual voter (Vn) and information related to

said election using said tool (21) been loaded in said polling equipment (20) of said

indi idual voter (Vn), and the step of forwarding said service identity code (ReSPID)

id means (13; 14) for receiving and collecting said virtual ballot form (27).

Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 24,

er comprising the step of receiving and collecting virtual ballot forms (27) other

tha forwarded by said polling equipment (20) of a voter (Vn), such as physical

t forms forwarded by mail, and converting said physical ballot forms into virtual

t forms (27) using automatic ballot form reading and conversion means.

Method for electronic voting according to claim 29, wherein the step

lidating is arranged in such way that if two or more virtual ballot forms (27)

ass ciated with an identical unique voter identity code (VnPID) are collected and

sai virtual ballot forms (27) are collected from means of different kinds haVing been

appointed differing values of priority, only the virtual ballot forms (27) collected from

the means with the higher value of priority are submitted for validation.

31. Method for electronic voting according to claim 30, wherein the step

of validating is arranged in such way that the means in which physical ballot forms

ree ived by mail are converted into virtual ballot forms (27) are appointed the lower

val e of priority.

32. Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 31,

said unique reference identity code for each SUbject (RnCm) or each
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combination of subjects to be elected, said unique reference voter identity code

(RnPID) and said reference election record (RNPotVote) for each individual voter
i

(Vn)' ntitled to said election are cryptographically generated and calculated.

33. Method for electronic voting according to claim 32, wherein said

e reference voter identity codes (RnPID), said unique reference identity codes

for ach subject (RnCm) and for each combination of sUbjects and said reference

elec ion records (RnPotVote) are generated and calculated for symmetric

34. Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 33,

whe ein said steps of generating said unique personal key (Kp) for each individual

vote (Vn) entitled to said election, said unique reference voter identity code (RnPID)

for ach individual voter (Vn), said unique reference identity code for each subject

m) and for each combination of subjects to be elected, said reference election

record (RnPotVote) for each individual voter (Vn) entitled to said election, and said

step of verifying said collected virtual ballot form (27) of an individual voter (Vn)

with respect to its presence in said reference election record (RnPotVote) of said

voter (Vn), validating said collected virtual ballot forms (27), counting votes and

est blishing said election-result are performed under the supervision of an election

ority.

35. Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 34,

wherein said step of communicating said unique personal key (Kp) to each individual

vot r (Vn) entitled to said election comprises at least one of a group of steps

incl ding electronically storing said unique personal key (Kp) in a chip card of said

vot r (Vn), communicating said unique personal key (Kp) to said voter (Vn) by a data

net ork such as the Internet or a fixed and/or mobile data communication network

including a Short Message Service, and providing said unique personal key (Kp) in a

human and/or machine readable form on a hard copy, such as a text message on

paper, for communicating by mail to said voter (Vn).

36. Method for electronic voting according claim 35, wherein said hard

cop~ is suitable to be cast as a physical ballot form comprising said subjects or said

corrtbinations of sUbjects to be elected by said voter (Vn).

37. Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 36,

wh rein a reserve-list of a limited number of unique reserve keys is generated and

sai reference election record is generated to comprise virtual ballot forms (27) for
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said number of unique reserve keys, and wherein a reserve key of said reserve-list

is iss ed to a voter (Vn) who applies for a fresh unique key replacing said unique

pers nal key (Kp) initially appointed to said vote (Vn), wherein said reserve key is

appointed to said voter (Vn) after said initially appointed unique personal key (Kp)

and aid corresponding reference election record (RnPotVote) are withdrawn, and

wher in said issue of said reserve key and said withdrawal of said initially appointed

uniq e personal key (Kp) are taken into account for the verification of the validity of

colle ted virtual ballot forms (27).

38. Method for electronic voting according to any of the claims 22 - 37,

wher in said polling equipment (20) comprises at least one of a group including a

pers nal computer and fixed and mobile data communication equipment arranged

for p oviding access to said data network (2) using browser software, and wherein

said 001 (21) is loaded automatically into said polling equipment (20) from said data

rk (2).

39. Method for electronic voting according to claim 38, wherein said

data network (2) comprises the Internet and said polling equipment (20) comprises a

pers nal computer operatively connected to the Internet, wherein said tool (21) is

load d into said personal computer by means of a Java applet included in a

web-page to be selected by a voter (Vn) for participating in said election.

40'1 Method for electronic voting according to claim 39, wherein said

polli g equipment (20) comprises GSM communication equipment having a

SIM- ard and wherein said tool (21) is loaded in said SIM-card of said

com unication equipment for participating in said election by a voter (Vn) using said

com unication equipment.

41. Computer program product, comprising program code means stored

on a computer readable medium, for performing the or part of the steps according to

any of claims 22 - 40, if loaded into an internal working memory of said computer

and operated by said computer.

42. Computer program product, comprising program code means stored

on computer readable medium, arranged as a tool for loading into a computer

program running on a computer controlled polling equipment (20) for performing the

step acoording to any of the claims 22, 28 and 37 - 40 if loaded into an internal

wor ing memory of said computer and operated by said computer.
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Abstract

Th s paper covers the design of a voting protocol which can be used to perform local electronic
e~ltions with the use of currently commercial available devices.

In contradiction with other proposed voting schemes the new proposed protocol does not rely
on properties of a.<;ymmetric cryptographic algorithms like RSA. If needed an asymetric protocol
c be used to attain the needed functions in the new protocoL It uses some of the techniques
pr posed in [Rob9S] to authenticate messages without the need of cryptographic keys on public
sy terns.

Design characteristics are anonymously, democratically, non-coercion and public verifiably.
Meting all of these requirements is probably impossible. In any proposed scheme implementing
all but one of these requirements is achieved.

A nice implementation feature of the designed system is that the needed technology is already
av ilable and widely spread implemented in electronic purse smartcards.





~reface
L ke many institutes, Delft University of Technology has some democracy in the government of
t e organi7.ation. Every year a students council is chosen by an election in which all the students
c place a vote for a person who may represent him to the university-board. Every two years all
e I ployees have to vote for the works council.

Elections are very expensive: Every voter needs to receive a personal invitation by mail (postage
d printing costs), several people are needed to run the voting office, the voting offices need to

b equipped, lots of security processes, and so on.
At Delft University of Technology all students and staff members received a smartcard called

" ampuscard". This card is a version of the Studenten Chipkaart, a smartcard issued by the
f undation Stichting Studenten Chipkaart. Given the fact that all students and employees have
b en given such a smartcard creates some nice opportunities. The card can be used to pay small

aunts at the university like copier, restaurant, candy machines. The card has functions prepared
f r access control to buildings, rooms, computers and networks. And the students can use the
s artcard for remote authentication to the IBG l . All functions are optional, educational institutes

ho have introduced this smartcard may implement only those nessecary, but can also add their
a n applications. A nice new application in that category would be: electronic elections. Mailing
o personal polling cards is no longer needed, elections may even take place at public terminals or
t e personal computer of the student at home. This reduces the costs of a voting dramatically.

The most obvious problem is that the Campuscard primary has an identifying function; all
i~Plemented techniques are used to identify a person. Elections on the other hand have the re
q irement to be anonymous. At first glance these functions conflict with the election requirements.

y application of the techniques described in [Rob98] we are able to solve these problems.

J Informatie Beheer Groep, Dutch governmental institution respon,ible for the administration of scholarships
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eSlgn of a Voting protocol

Election or voting is a democratic process to give people the possibility to state their opinion
a out any subject. In most cases it is used to choose the people who represent the mass. But it
c also be used to poll the opinion about an important case. Since votings are usually organized
b a party who depends on the results, votings have some very special characteristics: it should
b anonymous, but at the same time it should be fully auditable. According to [Sch96] the ideal
v ting protocol has the following requirements:

1. Only authorized voters can vote.

i 2. No one can vote more than once.

Ii 3. No one can determine for whom anyone has voted.

4. No one can duplicate anyone else's vote.

5. No one can change anyone else's vote without being discovered.

6. Every voter can make sure that his vote has been taken into account in the final tabulation.

7. And in some cases: Everyone knows who voted and who did not.

ther publications[Cra96] group the requirements by the following characteristics:

• Accuracy: votes can't be altered (5 above), validated votes can not be eliminated from the
final tally (6 above) and it is not possible that an invalid vote is counted in the final tally (1
and 2 above).

• Democracy: Only authorized voters can vote (1 above) and no one can vote more than once
(2 above).

• Privacy: it is not possible to determine for whom anyone has voted (3 above) and no voter
can prove that he or she voted in a particular way (non-coercion, not fully covered above).

• Verifiability: An external auditing party can verify if the votes have been counted correctly
and a voter can determine if his vote was counted correctly (6 above).

r~ign of a voting protocol that meets all these characteristics is very complex and maybe even im
ossible. The traditional voting protocol hcks some of these requirements more or less depending
11 the procedures.

1
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1.1 Voting terminology

In t e field of elections a lot of technical terms are used. Before continuing this chapter the used
elect on-terms will be explained.

Vot ng: The democratic process in which a large population states its opinion about some subject
(poll) or person (election).

Ele tion: A voting in which one or more candidates are chosen to represent the voters. All voters
may select their favorite candidate and the candidate(s) with the most votes are selected.

Pol: A voting in which an opinion is examined. The voters may choose between yes and no, or
may select one of several alternatives.

: Opinion or choice for a person, written on an anonymous ballot. It must not be possible
to reveal someone's vote without cooperation of the voter himself.

r: The person who casts his vote.

En itled yater: A person who is allowed to vote. In most cases he may vote Or renounce his
right to vote.

tion Notification: The invitation an entitled voter receives with which he can authenticate
himself at the polling station and may submit his vote.

Ba at: The piece of paper (or an equivalent) on which the voter may select his vote. A ballot
I should be anonymous: the same for all voters before the selection is written on it, unmarked
i and unnumbered.

Po ing station: The location or building at which the voter is able to vote. The polling station
and the procedures at the polling station are inspected by the polling committee.

Po ling booth: The separated room in which the voter can fill out his ballot without officials or
other people watching what the vote is.

Ba lot box: The box in which all ballots are collected. Before the voting it is emptied and sealed
with a lead seal. After the voting the polling committee ensures that the ballot box is still
sealed. Because the votes of all the voters at the polling station are in the same box the
ballots can be considered anonymous.

Po ling committee: The officials who are selected to inspect the voting by the voting organizer.
The polling committee is composed in such a way that all members inspect eaeh other and
are from different political parties. This means that if one of the members tries to tamper
with the votes that attempt will be noticed by the other members. To effectively fraud the
election results the full polling eommittee needs to collude.

Tapy: The tally determines the r('.sults of the voting. It receives the voted ballots and determinesrp,1 how many votes each option has received. The results are published by the tally.

.... , nout: The percentage of entitled voters that show up and submit their vote.

l.f Traditional voting

Th. traditional voting seheme as shown in figure 1.1 exists of the following pha:ses:
Before the election can take place:

• The election organizing eommit.tee makes a selection of voters.
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Authority

Voter
4

voter list

results

voted ballot

3

Polling station

(anonymous)

ballots

5

Ballot-Box

3

I1'u," 1." Gcaphio ,"p,,,,,,,tation uf the iafoem"iua fluw, ia th, t",litiun,1 vutiag pw,=

[ ~:t:,~,goni'ia, wmmittre h,v ,l"tiun Mtlfi"tiu", ,,~"d ond hM mailed to the "titl,d

~ Polling stations need to be set up at different locations where voters Cil.n submit their vote.

Du Iin:~:ep:ll:;~~o:ommittee verifies the name on the polling card to a list of entitled voters il.ndrmarks the vote as used. The voter receives an unmarked ballot and will be able to cast his

I. :0:: ::::::::'hiV 'Ute on the h,not

!o The voter disposes his ballot in the sealed ballot box
I

Af ' .r the polling stations are closed:

o The polling committee breaks the seal on the ballot box

o The committee members count the tot.al nnmber of ballots and compare thil.t to the marked
number of votes on the voter list .

• The members sort the ballots on submitted vote, and count the votes. Results are submitted
to a regional or central tally and added to t.he final tally results .

• The central tally publishes the results.

A voter will not be able to find out if his vote is taken into account at the final til.lly which
is in contradiction to the requirements of a voting. The other conditions depend st.rongly on the
integrity of the polling committee. The polling committee could cast votes for people who didn't
sh1w up, they might mark the ballots and trace back votes to certain people, miscount the votes
ani· so on. In the traditionil.l voting system the polling committee is trusted. To ensure integrity
5e eral committee members are needed to perform each task in the polling system. Those. are
ch sen from different political backgrounds to create contradicting interests. Another weak point
of he traditional system is the fact that polling cards are sr.nt by mail. Obtaining those polling
ca ds is not that hard when they are in a unlocked mailbox. Possession of t.he election notification
is I you need to cast a vote. The security of this system is based on the notion that people will
co plil.in if they didn't receive a notificil.tion.
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Fig\le 1.2: Graphic representation of the information flows in the voting process when voting
mac ines are used

1.211 Voting with clechonic voting machinee

Rec1ntly electronic voting machines were introduced at Dutch ejections. This has resulted in some
cha ges in the phases of the traditional election:

efore the election can take place (not changed):

The election organizing committee makes a selection of voters,

The organizing committee has election notifications created and mailed to the voters.

Setting up polling stations at different locations where voters can submit their vote.

untjl now it the procedures are still the same. During the election:

The polling committee verifies the name on the polling card to a list of entitled voters and
i marks the vote aB used. The voter receives a receipt with which he can cast a vote at the

voting machine

The voter delivers his receipt at the voting machine operator and enters the private Yoting
booth.

The operator unlocks the machine

• The Yoter presses the button of his choice, his choice appears on the display of the machine.
The operators display shows that a choice was made.

If the vote is correct the Yoter has to press the red vote-button to confirm his Yote. The
operators display shows: Yoted.

The Yote is stored in a tamper-proof module (about the size of a package of cigarettes) in
the voting machine. The voting machine is locked and placed back in the initial state.

Aft r the polling stations are closed:

The polling committee has the voting machine print the Yoting results.

The committ.ee compares t.he tot.al recorded yates to the marked number of yates on the
yater list.
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The committee submits the printout and the tamper-proof module with recorded votes to a
regional or central tally where it is added to the final tally results.

The central tally publishes the results.

the system is illustrated in figure 1.2. In this system the possibility of miscounting votp-s is
eli~inated. Because the votes are not recorded with a timestamp or sequence-number, backtrack
ing of votes to individuals by the polling committee is no longer possible. Stealing of election
not fications and casting of unused votes is still possible if the committee cheats together.

new to be designed voting system should not suffer more of these weaknesses, and preferable
sol e some.

1. Known secure electronic voting systems

Se ral voting schemes have been proposed, some have been implemented as well. Most voting
sch mes are unable to satisfy all design characteristics.

Sensus

Lo ie Faith Cranor describes in [Cra96] an implementation of a voting scheme proposed by Fujioka,
o moto, and Ohta [F0092]. The scheme uses blind signatures, a method to maintain both
sec rity and anonymity. Blind signatures are introduced by Chaum [Cha83] and allow someone
to ign a document without knowledge of its contents. This algorithm is mostly visualized by
an nvelope with carbon paper inside. Somebody else can place a signature on the envelope and
thr ugh the carbon copy on the document at the same time. If the envelope is still sealed, you can
ver fy the person signing the document could not have taken notice of what is in the document.
If au remove the document from the envelope the signature remains attached to the document.

In the Sensus protocol a voter composes a ballot and encrypts it with a chosen key. That
en rypted ballot is blinded with a chosen blindening factor. He signs the blinded, encrypted
ba ot with his secret key and submit.s it to the voting authority. The voting authority verifies the
sig ature with the voter's public key and verifies the identity against the list of valid voters. If
th voter is allowed to vote and has not already casted his vote the encrypted ballot is signed by
th voting authority, marking it as a valid vote. Because the ballot is encrypted with a key not
kn wn to the authority, the latter is unable to determine which vote is in the ballot. Because of the
bE dening factor the authority can't even reveal how the encrypted ballot looks. This is important
he ause the decryption key is published later on. The voter is given back his ballot and removes
th blindening layer. What remains is a ballot signed by the voting authority and encrypted with
a ey chosen by the voter. This encrypted ballot is casted to the tally which verifies the signature
wi h the public key of the authority and signs the ballot as received with its own public kr.y and
assigns a receipt number to the ballot. The signed encrypted ballot is returned to the voter who
verifies t.he signature of the tally and publishes in a separate session the decryption-key for the
baltot accompanied with the receipt number.

This protocol uses blind signatures which requires some special properties from the used cryp
tographic algorithms. The blindening process is a mult.iplication before signing and a division
at the end, in algorithms like RSA and EIGamal those operations cancel each other out, in the
smartcards DES algorithm they don't. This means that the srnartcard cannot improve the voting
pr~cess by using blind signatures.

1..2 Secure, Optimally Efficient Multi-Authority Election Scheme

In [CFSY96] a voting scheme is proposed that uses multi-party computatiohs realize voting re
qu n~ments. The voter posts an encrypted message accompanied by a compact proof that the
m ssage contains a valid vote. Using the proof anyone can verify if the encrypted vote is valid,
bt is not. able to determine what the vote actually is. Decrypt.ion can be done with a private
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key lat IS dIstributed over a number of authoritIes. This means that none of the authorities can
decr pt the message on its own. The authorities must work together to decrypt the encrypted
ballo s. A disadvantage of this scheme is that there are only two voting options: lor-I, which

e considered the representation for "yes" or "no". To offer choice between more candidates,
candidate can be voted ''yes'' or ''no'', where only one candidate may receive a "yes"-vote.
eceived encrypted ballots are multiplied with each other and can be decrypted in one-time.
esult of the decryption is the difference between the number of ''yes''-votes and the number of
otes. This property in which the decryption of a multiplication of encrypted messages results

in t e sum of the used plaintexts is called homomorphic encryption. The E1Gamai crypto--system
base on discrete logarithms satisfies this property. A nice feature is the threshold function which
mea s that a number less than the total of authorities are able to decrypt the ballots together.
In t is way for example any combination of 10 out of the 15 available authorities are sufficient to
dec pt the ballots. An improved version which needs less communication is given in [RRB97].

1. Secure electronic voting with the use of DES-smartcards

The reason that we would like to perform elections with DES-smartcards is that this type of card
is v ry widely spread. Fancy new voting schemes employing hot new cryptographic algorithms
will need to issue new smartcards to all of its voters. Because issuing those kind of cards is very
exp nsive this is not very attractive. Using space on someone else's smartcard (hitchhiking) is a
bet r solution. Hitchhiking is possible on well designed multi-function smartcards. It provides
the ossibility to divide the smartcard into multiple parts without the need of a fully trusted party
wit knowledge of all the data and keys on the card. This creates the opportunity of carrying
mul iple trusted applications on one card like electronic purse and social security functions without
the isadvantage that your bank is able to watch your social security information or that the social
sec rity agency can touch your banking information. How this can be achieved is described in
[IB 96J and elaborated for the SCK case in [vdL97]. It is even possible to store new or updated
key in the smartcard over an insecure network like the internet.

o design an election scheme we first need to identify the parties involved. First an election
org nizing party is needed to determine who may vote and about what. This can be a government
or university. The voter and the organizing party have to know each other. In the government
cas the voters receive a polling card, and identify themselves with an ID-card from the same
got'rnment. In the university case the students have received a college card which they can use
for clentification. A third party is the polling station, it is trusted by all otber parties and should
be rganized in such a way that fraud is very difficult.

he election notification is essential in traditional voting to meet several of the requirements
forJ lections. The card gives the polling station the ability to verify if the voter is allowed to vote
an by withdrawing the card the possibility to vote twice is eliminated. To detect false polling
cards a list of eligible voters is used for a double accounting system. Cards for a chosen identity
can't be used because those identities do not appear on the list and copying of cards fails because
the identity is marked on the list as used.

,Functions in a voting scheme:
iI. Voting authority: Organizer of the election, determines who may vote and what the voters

can vote.

• Lists of entitled voters: Who may vot.e and at which polling station.

• Polling stations: The physical location at which a. voter may cast his vote. This may be
a controlled and audited system, more preferably this function should be implementable at
any 'insecure' system (i.e. at the student's own PC) .

• Voters: The person who is allowed to vote. A voter may vote only once but can also decide
not to vot(~ at all.
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Polling booth: An 'anonymous channel', because the ballots of all voters are collected to
gether and 'randomized' when falling out of the polling booth.

Talliers: Persons who count the votes and calculate the (sub)-tally.

1. A new electronic voting scheme with the use of smart
cards

Th new voting protocol will use three separate entities: the voter, the authority and an anonymizer.

Vo er: a piece of software with which an entitled voter can submit a vote. Because software can
be easily replaced or adapted to fool the system the most critical operations are delegated
to the trusted smartcard. The voter function can he implemented everywhere and must be
trusted by the voter person.

Au hority: a combination of software and hardware which makes a voting possible. An election
is initiated by the authority_ The authority has a relationship with all the entitled voters by
having a shared key. The shared key is protected by a hardware cryptographic facility and
can only be used to write a key into some designated field on the voters smartcard so that
the voter can use that written key on data in the smartcard. A relation to the anonymizer
consists of a shared key called Kanan that can be used for encryption only at the authority.

A nymizer: separation of the voter and authority. The function of the anonymizer is to publish
submitted information. In fact none of the transported messages contains identifying infor
mation, but the message in combination with information about the source of the message
may reveal additional information. The anonymizer shares a key K va /er with the authority
with which it can decrypt only (function separation). The messages are published with
out additional information like order, time and source. The published information may be
available to anyone who likes to know and is allowed to view the voting results.

1..1 Voting procedure

To submit a vote a voter should perform the following steps:

• Register to take part in the election. The voter receives the information needed to submit
the vote such as keys and candidates to choose.

• With this information the voter can calculate his unique and anonymous VOTER_ID using
his smartcard.

'. The voter selects the candidate of his choice and writes the corresponding CANDIDATE_ID
in his smartcard.

• The smartcard generates an authentication code over the CANDIDATE ID which can be
used in combination with the VOTER ID as ballot.

• The ballot is submitted to the anonymizer and acknowledged by the anonymizer.

• After the election has closed the anonymizer publishes all the information he received. Any
one can calculate the final results from that information.

N te that these steps need not to be performed in one session. To provide more privacy this is
cv n disconraged.
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1.51 2 Elaboration of the procedure

Be:te the election can take place the voting authority has to do the following:

1A list of valid voters should be composed. Voter specific information is supposed to be

1

available from a database at the authority or another party. The total number of entitled
voters needs to be published.

An identifier for the election must be created and published. This might even be a text
I string describing which election is held. This is called the ELECTION _ID.

~ A unique CANDIDATE _ID must be generated for each of the valid choices or candidates.

i
These also have to be published.

Th authority or another party has to do the following using cryptographic hardware:

Generate an unique key Kvoter for each voter and distribute it to the voters smartcard.

I
Based on the property of modern multi-function smartcards, the key can be safely loaded
after issuing the card without the need of a secure channel [IBM96]. This means that the

I
keys can be loaded over the internet or at a public terminal in an entrance hall. The SCK

l
has this ability implemented with the so called LOAD _KEY-COmmand (vdL97].

Generate a ballot-collection for each voter. The ballot collection is constructed like this:

VOTER_ID = MDC(MACKvater(ELECTION_ID»
MDC(M ACKvo,,, (CANDIDATE_IDI»
M DC(MACKvo,.r (CANDIDATE_ID2»
M DC(MACKvOl" (CANDIDATE_ID3»

Th MDC (Modification Detection Code) is used as a public one-way function, this means the
M C value is easy to derive from a known M ACKvo,.r but given an MDC there is no possibility to
rev al the MAC it was calculated from. Because the only place where the MAC can be calculated
is a a place where Kvoter is known, we can be sure that if that MAC is published it originates from
one of those places. The crypto hardware at the authority is programmed in such a way that only
the cascaded operation M DC(MACKvater (...» can be performed. The key Kvater is generated
in he cryptographic hardware and stored in the smartcard of the voter. The cryptographic
har ware should be limited in such a way that the use of Kvater to perform the same operation
as he smartcard does is not possible. Limiting cryptographic hardware is possible using control
vee ers (see appendix A.4). The choice for the MDC function is based on the fact that MDC is a
standard function in the IBM product-line of cryptographic hardware, but technically any trusted
one-way function can be used.

[t is obvious that the VOTER_ID is not retraceable to the corresponding voter because a MAC
is performed with Kvoter and the voter ha.s his smartcard to calculate his own VOTER ID. At the
authority the only possibility is to view which VOTER_ID appears in the ballot-coli;ction when
it iJ generated. This problem is blocked by having the ballot-collection encrypted with K anon

bef~re it leaves the crypto-hardware. The key K anon at the authority can only be used to encrypt
bal t-collections. Decryption of those ballot-collections is allowed at the anonymizer function,
fur her called anonymizer. If the voter list is sorted, i.e. alphabetically, the authority needs to
shu e the encrypted ballot-collections before sending them to the anonymlzer to prevent guessing
Vo ER_ ID ba.sed on the sequence.

efore the vot.ing the anonymizer has the task of:

Decrypting the ballot-collect.ions for all voters with K anon

Sorting all the ballot-collections on the VOTER_ID
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Publishing a list of all ballot-collections sorted in VOTER ID

Dur ng the election:

Receiving the voted ballots from the voters

jAcknowledging the reception of a vote by writing some value in the voters smartcard.

Aft r the election:

1
Publishing the submitted ballots

Th sorting is done for two reasons: a voter can easily find his own banot-collection and the voting
aut ority can no longer link the VOT8R_ID to the voter based on sequence.

f
o avoid the possibility of the anonymizer to insert fake voters, this function should be

par ly performed in trusted auditable hardware which can only use Kanan to decrypt the ballot
coli ctions. The anonyrnizer should be implemented in two or more independent entities simul
tan ously. In that case an inserted ballot-collection can be detected by comparing the published
list of the different anonymizers.

1..3 Submitting a vote

To ubmit a vote the voter performs the following actions in this order:

Have the smartcard generate the VOTER_ID: M ACKvot " (ElectionJD).

Select the ballot-collection belonging to his VOTER_ID.

Choose the desired CANDIDATE ID.

Have the smartcard generate MACK"0'" (CandidateJ Dselected)'

Verify M DC (M ACK""or (Candidate_l D Selected)) of the ballot-collection.

Submit anonymously the VOTE PAIR: (VOTER_ID,MACKvo, •• (CandidateJD.elected))

An one can calculate MDC(MACKvo'or(CandidateJDselected)) from this and find out what the
val e of the vote is. The VOTE PAIR is published by the anonymizer.

1..4 Calculating the voting results

Aft r the voting all the received VOTE PAIR'S are published. Anyone can calculate the turnout
by ividing the number of received votes by the number of published VOTE PAIRs. To calculate
the, voting results from every published VOTE PAIR the VOTER_ID is looked up in the published
tab1e of ballot-collections. The MDC of the second part of the VOTE PAIR is calculated and
matched to the chosen candidate in the fOlmd ballot-collection. Finally add the votes for each of
the candidates together and publish the sum.

1.$.5 Protecting the privacy

The privacy is protected by using an anonymous VOTER_ID which can only be calculated with
th . help of the smartcard. Unfortunately a submitted vote contains the actual value of the vote in
it. nyone can calculate M DC(MACKvo , •• (CandidateJD.elected)) from the published vote, thus

.aling the vote. This means that if it is possible to link a VOTE PAIR back to the voter, you
c reveal which candidate someone voted. To solve this problem we need an anonymous channel

an unknown delay. If the vote is published immediately after reception you can watch who
is asting a vote at the moment it is published. This means that there must be a delay between
su mitting the vote and publishing. A possibility is to queue up the votes at the anonymizer
un il a certain, large enough number of votes is received before publishing the votes in random
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ord r. To achieve the anonymously the VOTE PAm may be encrypted with a public-key algorithm
usi the public key of the anonymizer and submitting the ballot through a number of anonymous
gat ways. By encrypting the ballot no one but the anonymizer can read the contents of the VOTE
PAl and by using several anonymous gateways the anonymizer is no longer able to determine
wh e the VOTE PAIR was submitted.

Another undesired election property

a real-time implementation it is possible to calculate temporary election-results on any
ent. This offers the ability to verify which candidate receives the most votes at any time.

Thi information may influence the voter. This might be an undesired property, but in some
cas s it is even wanted. To solve this problem the anonymizer has to publish the VOTE; PAIR not
rea time but only then when the election is over. This introduces the problem that the voter
can ot wait for the publication of his vote to verify that his vote is accepted, which introduces the
pro lem of missing votes. There is no way to be certain that your vote has been counted, unless
yo can verify it in the public lists. If your vote is not listed you might have not submitted the
vat or the anonymizer has silently discarded it to influence the final tally. This could be resolved
by ntroducing several independent anonymizer parties who must agree about the final tally. The
vot can be submitted to a certain subset of anonymizers and the anonymizers have to distribute
it t all the other anonymizers.

1. Threats to the new voting scheme

In his sections we will try to address as much problems a.s possible in the new system. If possible
we will try to address why it is a problem and propose a solution.

1..1 Smartcard integrity

Th whole system relies on integrity of cryptographic hardware. If the cryptographic keys in the
ha dware become known the system can be cracked, The most critical functions are implemented
at he authority and anonymizer, which is t.he reason these functions must be implemented in
au itable cryptographic hardware. If someone tries to release the keys from the hardware this
ac on is detected and the keys are destroyed. After the voting the hardware can be verified to still
wo k correctly. The major danger lies in the smartcard. Smartcards are subject to attacks since
th time they are available. Many amateur hackers have tried to compromise issued smartcards,
oft n with success. This means that any smartcard implementation is suspected to have some
we kness by default and a successful attack on the card can't be excluded. If the smartcard is
co promised someone may be able to read the keys stored inside and use them to emulate the
sm rtcards functions without the help of the smartcard itself. The key Kvater should therefore be
unique for each voter. This means that if a single voters smartcard is cracked, only that voter is
affected and not the complete system.

1.6.2 Normal DES versus Triple-DES

As descrihed in appendix A the use of the traditional 56-bit DES has became debatable. Because
of the increase in computer power any critical implementation that uses DES should use the 1l2-bit
Tr pie-DES variant.

Time-memory trade-off attack

B ,publishing the ballot-collections anyone is given access to the MDC-val\les. A known attack
to this publishing is blindly guessing values and calculating the MDC over that value. If the
c culated MDC is by chance in the list of published ballot-collections, the attacker can submit
th _vote connected to that MDC and voter. This means the vote is dependent. of which MDC was
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fou d by chance. If we choose the de,sign-pararneters large enough we can make the probability of
~ue sin~ a valid value negligible. This problem is very similar to the problem called "Time-memory
tra e-off" in the literature [MM82]. Let r1 be the number of valid hashes (MDCs) and r2 the
nu ber of tried guesses. If the hashes are m bit, the number of possible hashes is R =: 2m . In
thi case the probability that no valid hash is found within the T2 attempts can be approximated
as: q =: (1 - rllRy2 This approximation can only be done when r2 is much, much smaller than
R nd the input values of the hash are statistically independent of each other. If rl1 R«1 the
pro anility that no value is found can be approximated by: q::::e( -r2·rl/R). For a small probability
of nding one of the correct values the following should be achieved: rl·r2«R.

or example if we publish about one million (rl =: 220) hashes of 64 bits each (R =: 264 ),

ttacker must try at least 264 /220 =: 244 possible values to find the input of a listed hash
a reasonable probability. If we can try 200 million hashes per second we will probably find

on within a day. The computing power to calculate hashes at such a speed can be achieved at
re onable costs nowadays. We can conclude that the use of a 54-bit hash in large-scale elections
is i sufficient, instead we should use a larger hash value like 128-bit. The value that the hash is
cal ulated over should be larger than 54-bits as well.

1..4 Message tracing

Message hijacking

If omeone is able to reroute the message on its way from the voter to the anonymizer he might be
ab e to discard the message so that the vote will never reach the anonymizer. Altering of the vote
is at possible because the MAC's for the other possible votes are never calculated. To prevent
the problem of message hijacking, the anonymizer must acknowledge the vote by writing some
data (voted message) into the voters smartcard. For a write operation to a field in the card a
special key is needed. This key can be generated at the same time as the Kvoter is generated and
should be transported to the card at the registration phase. Multiple anonymizers might be sd
up to solve this problem. The vote may be submitted at any of those anonymizers and if one fails
yOll can choose another anonymizer and retry the submission until successful.

e need to use a public network to exchange the messages it is possible to determine the sender
message in many cases. For example if we use the internet to cast our vote a sender addrr,ss

xed to that vote. If the sender address can be linked to a person, like in a dialup connection
or PC on someone's desk, it is possible to determine what that person voted. To prevent
thi public key cryptography is a good solution. The submitted ballot needs to be encrypted
wi h the anonymizers public key, only the anonymizer can decrypt the ballot with his secret key
an view what is inside. This function should be implemented with care because the voter is
im lemented in PC-software which can easily be replaced. Someone could replace the public key
of he anonymizer and playa man-in-the-middle attack. Because the authenticity is checked using
th MAC calculated in the smartcard only the privacy a.spect may pose a problem and only if
th anonymizers public key can be replaced. Because the crypto facility is able to perform the

A algorithm as well, at the anonymizer the decryption should be implemented in that hardware
[, lity which is already needed for the DES decryption. Message tracing is a general problem in
pu lie networks.

Compromising the Authority

In the case where the authority is compromised, an attacker could disqualify valid voters from
th election by erasing their names from the list of valid voters. Introducing new voters is only
p ~ible if those vot.ers have a valid smartcard of which the keys are available to perform t.he
ne .ded operations. The attacker can also set up new elections. This means that the aut.hority can
de -ide who may vote and who may not. The authority should be trusted by all other involved,
w ich is logical because this is the part.y who initiat.es the voting. As long as the crypto hardware
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is nbt compromised the authority can't introduce unknown voters without a smartcard. If the
cry tographic functions at the authority are correctly implemented with a hardware crypto-facility,
co promising the authority doesn't introduce a privacy problem.

1. .7 Compromising the Anonymizer

If t e anonymizer is compromised the attacker is able to introduce new ballots by generating
ran om ballot collections. Because the anonymizer can choose his own input-value to the MDC
fun tion anyone who verifies the final results will think those votes are real. Possible solution
is t e introduction of several independent anonymizers who verify each other. The introduction
of new ballot-collection will be detected by all other anonymizers. An additional measure is
puBlishing the total number of entitled voters. Anyone can verify if the number of entitled voters
equlal to the number of ballot-collections. Introducing a new ballot before the election requires the
dis arding of another from an entitled voter who will complain about his missing ballot-collection.
Re lacing unused ballots will show up when any individual compares the list of ballot-collections
ber re the elections with the list after the elections have closed.

1..8 Compromising the polling booth

Th most critical part in this design is the polling booth. Because the polling booth is implemented
in PC)-software an attacker may replace it with a Trojan-horse. A Trojan-horse looks the same
as he original software but has a different implementation which may be malicious. An attacker
ca easily mislead the voter by indicating that it votes for candidate A, but in the background
ha e the smartcard calculate the MAC for candidate B and submitting that. Another problem
is hat if the smartcard is inserted in the smartcard reader any data that is on the card can be
re On almost any card personal information like name, student-number or account-number is
pu lically available. Although that personal information is not needed to complete the voting any
m licious program can read that information and use it to link the person to the selected vote.
So ving this problem is very hard and during implementation special care needs to taken in regard
to this subject. A possible solution is that every political party releases its own voting-software
an you can choose the software from someone you trust, you own party for example. No one will
ev r release software that fakes the user in such a way that votes for his own party gets lost.

1 7 Evaluation of the requirements

B fore describing the design we listed some requirements that apply to votings. We will now
ve ify if the proposed scheme satisfies those requirements by describing how each requirement is
sa .istfied:

Only authorized Yoters can Yote: This is true because ballot-collections are only available for
entitled voters.

one can Yote more than once: This is true because the authority generates only one ballot
collection for each voter.

one can determine for whom anyone has voted: This is true because the votes are pub
lished with an anonymous VOTER_ID. The VOTER_ID can't be linked to a person, thus
the vote can't be linked to a person.

one can duplicate anyone else's Yote: This is true. Duplicating the MAC from a known
VOTS PAIR is not useful because the MAC for a specific vote is different for each voter.

No one can change anyone else's Yote without being discovered: This is true because no
one else but the voter can calculate a new MAC for a different candidate. Changing the
vote would require calculating a new MAC.



ryone knows who yoted and who did not: This requirement is optional and partly sat
isfied. Anyone can calculate the turnout but not who voted and didn't vote.

ry Yoter can make sure that his Yote has been taken into account: This is true be
cause all the ballots are published the results can be recalculated by the voter. The voters
can verify if their votes are counted correctly by viewing the vote stated with their own
VOTER ID.

13DIAGRAM OF THE NEW VOTING PROTOCOL

The additional non-coercion requirement can be satisfied only partly. In a normal imple
me tation the smartcard can calculate the VOTER_ID as many times as you [ike, giving the
po sibility of proving a vote by showing someone your VOTER_ID. By implementing the function
[ik~1an electronic purse, in which money can be spent only once, this problem can be solved. The
cal ulation of VOTER_ID is possible only once or twice. This does not solve the non-coercion
re irement completely, because the voter knows information that is only known to the voter and
th ' anonymizer before it is published by the anonymizer. A voter can prove his vote by showing
th,t information before it is published. If the given information is published by the anonymizer
th vote is proved because only the voter himself has knowledge of that information.

1. Diagram of the new voting protocol

A iagram of the new voting-protocol is given in figure 1.3.
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c~aPter 2

onclusions

In his paper a theoretical design is given for a voting protocol that uses current technology
sm rtcards and periphery. Everything described could be implemented in a secure way with
tod y's commercially available products. The main advantage of this new design is that contrary
to ther secure voting schemes for critical operations, symmetric cryptography like DES can be
use . Because the cryptographic operations in this system do not rely on certain properties of the
DE algorithm not available in any other algorithm, asymmetric protocols like RSA can be used
as ell. This makes the designed protocol more flexible than other proposed protocols.

nother outcome is that a new election requirement is defined: The voters may not be able
to iew the election results before the elections have closed. This is needed to prevent influencing
the voters who didn't vote yet.

2. Recommendations

Th design of this protocol can be implemented by a successor graduate student and one or two
tra nees. Getting familiar with the cryptographic hardware will probably require several months
an implementation of the required cryptographic functions will be a full internship job. In a
pro otype implementation the application on the side of the voter does not need to be perfect but
a c mmercial version will require a lot of attention. To make the voting accessible to all voters
the software needs to be extremely user-friendly and a lot of effort should be put in ergonomics,
us ility and trust of the system.
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lossary

C V: Card Holder Verification. Also known as PIN or numberlock. A code that must be supplied
to the card to show that you are the owner of the card. In most cases this is a 4 digit number.

trol vectors: A method invented by IBM to limit the functionality of hardware crypto-
graphic solutions to only the most nescessary functions. A certain key can be given the
property to perform only certain operations, like encryption only or MAC verification only.
If used in a safe way this gives a..symetric properties to a symetric algorithm like DES. The
IBM smartcards use a limited set of control-vectors to prevent certain attacks.

D S: Data Encryption Standard. A symmetric cryptographic algorithm dealing with 64-bit
blocks of data and a 56-bit key. Triple DES uses two 56-bit keys making the algorithm
theoretically unbreakable. See appendix A for a description of DES.

IS<CIT: IBM Studenten Chipkaart Innovatie Team, or IBM Student Chipcard Innovation Team.
I A team of students graduating or doing their internship on new smartcard technologies
I within IBM Netherlands N.V.

MAC: Message Authentication Code. A derivate of DES implementing a one-way hash function.
II In general the MAC is used to create a signature over a datafield to protect both integitry

as well as authenticity. See appendix A.3 for a description of MAC.

Mrc: Modification Detection Code. A one-way function developed by Carl Meyer and Michael
Schilling used in the IBM TSS cryptosystem.

no -coercion: The requirement that a voter can not prove his vote. This is important in selling

l
'and buying of votes.

S K: Studenten Chipkaart. The chipcard developed at ISCIT distributed by some Dutch edu
cational institutes.

16



AFpendiX A

9ata Encryption Standard

Th~ symetric encryption algorithm DES (Data Encryption Standard) was developed in the 70's
as roposal to the American government departing from IBM's Lucifer cryptoalgorithm. On May
15, 1973 [MM82], the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) published a notice in which it asked
for, roposals for cryptographic algorithms. According to the NBS, the algorithms should live up
to he next points:

· They must be completely specified and unambiguous.

They must provide a known level of protection, normally expressed in length of time or
number of operations required to cover the key in terms of the perceived threat.

· They must have methods of protection based only on the secrecy of the keys.

· They must not discriminate against any user or supplier.

According to the NBS, only one entrance submitted (by IBM) was found acceptable. This
alg rithm later became known as the "Data Encryption Standard" (DES). DES is the standard
on ecret-Key algorithms.

DES encrypts data in 64-bit blocks (using the block ciphering method). Both the input block
an the output block are 64-bit. The length of the key is 56 bit. This key is actually 64 bits long,
I>u the last 8 bits are used for parity. The steps DES performs, after the initialisation (the initial
pe mutation), at each block-encipher round (DES has 16 rounds) are the following ([MM82]):

· The input block is split into two parts; a left half and a right half.

The right half (step 1) is then operated using a cipher-function.

3. This output (step 2) is combined (via an XOR) with the left half.

Aftp.r 16 rounds, the right and left halves are joined and a final permutation (which is the
inverse of the initial permutation) completes the algorithm.

Arl Security of DES

Si ce the publication of DES many efforts have attempted to break the algorithm. Many believed
th re should be a backdoor for the government to bypass the algorithm. Until today, more than 20
yeo rs after publication, not a single backdoor has been found. Recently methods using differential
cr ptanalsis have reduced the effort to find a DES-key, given you can perform well chosen plaintexts
an have them encrypted. Most likely to exploit is the brute-force attack on a pliantext-ciphertext
pa r, because, DES C,in be implemented in a very efficient way. Attacking DES with a brute-force
at. ack is not.hing else than trying all possible keys on a given plain- or Ciphertext and check if

17
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Figure A.l: The X9.9 Message Authentication Code (MAC)

th output is the one you were searching for. The July 1998 RSA labs DES-challenge, a contest
cr king DES is the shortest possible time, was finished in 2.3 days by a projectgroup that built
a h rdware DES-checker. Total expense of the project was under $ 250,000. Their machine found
th key at a quarter of the keyspace, which means it could check all possible 56-bit keys in 9
da s. This means that any cryptosystem that makes use of DES and reveals plaintext-ciphertext
pai s can be cracked within a short time with a resonable amount of money. This is the reason
th t heavily secured processes can't use 56-bit DES for its protection. All IBM-systems that use
sy etric cryptography use triple-des by default since 1978.

Triple DES

Tr' Ie DES is an expansion of the existing 56-bit DES, and uses 2 56-bits keys making the total
ke space 112 bits. The triple in Triple-DES states that it uses three standard DES-operations: one
en ryption, one decryption with another key and again an encryption with the first key. Note that
if oth keys are equal a normal DES-operation appears. The first encryption and the decryption

cel out eachother. It is believed to be computationally infeasahle to brute-force attack Triple
S. Most financial transactions and encryption of PIN's are done using Triple-DES.

A 3 DES Message Authentication Code (MAC)

The MAC uses DES in Cipher Block Chaining mode. Cipher Block Chaining mode is a mode
of DES where the data that must be encrypted is chopped in 8 bytes blocks and the result
of;a DES-encryption is part of the input of the next step. A schematic overview of a MAC
ca.I~ulation is shown in Figure A.I. The value at the end of the chain is called the MAC. Because
alldatablocks used in DES are 8 bytes the MAC is 8 bytes as well. The MAC depends on both
th data the MAC was calculated over as well as the stampkey. A MAC can be used to secure
th transportation of a message, because if the message is changed on its way the MAC no longer
rn tches the message. Because the the stampkey is used in the MAC, it can also be used to check
au henticity. Only when you know the starnpkey you can calculate the correct MAC. Since DES
is symetric algorithm you need to have the stampkey to verify the MAC and thus you can't
pr ve which of the parties that know the key actually signed the message.

In fact you could have signed it. yourself. The use of reliable cryptographic hardware could
sol e that. problem. This type of MAC is published in the Banking Standard X9.9. A triple DES
va iant is published a$ X919, in which only the last DES encryption is changed into a Triple DES
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Figure A,2: Data in the MAC caclulation of the IBM MFC-3,51 smartcard

en ption. This way the property of Triple-DES appears where you choose the 2 keys equally it
red ces to a single DES-MAC.

The MAC calculated in the IBM MultiFunctionCard uses zero as input vector (i.e. all bits
0) nd as data a composition of random, command (INS, PI, P2 and P3) and returned data as
sh n in figure A,3. The INS byte always has value 84 (hex), Pi and P2 represent the offset in
th file and PS is the number of bytes to be read.

Control Vectors (CV)

Co trol Vectors is a system invented by IBM and implemented in all cryptographic hardware
de ices (IBM98J of that company. Control Vectors can limit the allowed operation performed with
a ey. By using control vectors the symetric cryptography is given asymetric properties, given
th t the operations are performed within the cryptofacility. For example some key can be given
th property to only allow encryption with that key, if in another similar system the same key is
av ilable with the control vector set to allow decryption only a separation of functions is possible.
M y designs use the property of function separation to implement a safe protocol in which one
p ty can only perform the opposite action of the other.

The control-vector is a key-like value (the same length as the master key) describing which
fu ctions the hardware module may perform in combination with some key. Before the key is used
it s XOR-red with the controlvector and then decrypted with the Key Encrypting Key (KEK)
re ulting in the desired working key. Before performing the requested operation the hardwaremod
ul verifies if that specific operation is allowed according to the used controlvector. If we would try
to 001 the hardwaremodule by offering another controlvector, which allows operations we need to
cr k the system, the calculation of the working-key fails because the input is dependent on both
th control-vector as well as the encrypted key as shown in figure A.3. Some oparations that can
be controlled with contol-vectors are:

• CI?fIER: This key can be used for encryption

• DECIPHER: This key can be used for decryption

• MAC: This key can be used to generate a MAC

• MACvER: This key can be used to verify a MAC

Much more operations can be defined. For a full explanation of control vectors see [IBM98]
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ppendix B

Smartcards and authentication

Th smartcard was invented in 1974 by Roland Moreno, he invented a ring with electronics that
co ld be used as the first known electronic purse. You can transfer money to your ring and pay
wi h it at a special device at the grocery. In the early eighties the smartcard became more widely
sp ead. The French postal service introduced a memory card to pay at public phones, shortly
aft r that the more advanced microprocessor card was introduced. What makes this processor
ca d special is that current cards contain a processor with about the computing power of the first
pe sonal computers. It might not be a surprise that this allowed great new applications. The best
kn wn task of the microprocessor is to perform cryptographic computations. This can be used for
cr ating secure applications like banking and remote authentication.

If a smartcard or chipcard is mentioned in this document, the microprocessorcard is meant.
T e terms chipcard and smartcard are used interchangeable.

B 1 Dutch Students Chipcard

Tl e card I worked with is the Dutch Students Chipcard (In Dutch: Studenten Chipkaart, ab
br .viated SCK). This card is issued by the foundation SCK and supplied to 150,000 students in
19 8. Issuing the card to this critical public of students was done to detect problems in large scale
ell pcard projects. As a bonus some students have fun with searching the card for weaknesses
anI at this pilot stage it is possible to make adaption to the card design before a issuing a huge
ro I-out.

The card used in the Studentchipcard project is an IBM MultiFunctionCard version 3.51
T is card employs the symmetric cryptographic DES-algorithm. The new MFC 4.0 card can also
pe form the asymmetric RSA algorithm, but this card is not available in large quantities yet, so
w will try to use the characteristics of the symmetric MFC 3.51 card as much a.s possible.

B.2 Authentication with the MFC

AI thentication is the process that determines if a message is really sent by the person who says
h is. It also detects altering of the message or the authentication because they need to match.

The MFC card has three standard methods for authentication:

• Encryption (see figure B.1). In this method the card performs an encryption of a given value
M with a key J( available on the care!. The results, EK(M) are returned to the requester.
By decrypting the returned value with the same key K the given value M should appear.
In that case you are sure abollt the possession of key J( without exchanging that key. This
method authenticates the card to the outside world. '

• Protected (PRO) (sec figure B.2). Some data on the card is read and a MAC using a key J{

is added to provide authenticity. The requesting party generates a random value an sends

21
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it to the card. This value is used to make the MAC-value dynamic. This method also
authenticates the card to the outside world .

• Authenticated (AUT): This method is the opposite of PRO. Now, the card generates a
random value and the command to the card must be accompanied by a MAC of that
random value and the command. This method authenticates the outside world to the card.

We should note that the use of the encryption authentication method is a bad thing in general,
this releases plaintext-ciphertext pairs. This means that an attacker can collect the

plaintext and the according ciphertext. Because it is known that the ciphertext is only a DES
encryption of the plaintext a dedicated hardware cracker can be used to brute-force try all the keys
a d find the used key. This authentication is cracked when the key is found. Because an attacker
w th possession of the card can send carefully chosen plaintext and gain the according ciphertext
s e more efficient attacks are possible. So in practice only AUT and PRO can be used safely.
T e MAC-calculation is slightly more complicated and additional data is used. No standard
h rdware is available to perform an efficient brute-force attack. The major disadvantage of the
i plemented authentication fUIlction in standard ETST TE9 and many other chipcarJ standards is
t at the message M is transferred between both systems in the clear. The birthday attack [MM82)
a plies in this ca..se. Proper authentication protocols for DES that do not suffer from these weak

'p operties have been designed [MM82] (see the "session protection protocol") but the designers of
t e popular authentication functions in the chipcard world apparently were not familiar with that.
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